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monuments shall cover the actors iu this
nationdl draraa,
:
After the singing of ** America,” with an
orchestral accompaniment by the full Ma-

ES

The Living Fountain.

Beneath the shade of Ebal’s mount,
And men and beast, at Jacob’s well,
Bow down to taste the sacred fount,

cious drive; and the crowd dispersed in dif-

fevent diréctions about the grounds.
We, too, stroll leisurely over this ancestral estate, where 15,692 white tablets tell
where the heroes sleep. Flowers greet one
at every turn,>~at the tomb of the * Unknown,” garlands, crosses, anchors and

drooping sprays touch each marble molding.

The grand stand or amphitheater that

has just

beem

erected, will

about this, flags representing all nations
| were floating, and Lere and there appropriate-inseriptions #emind one that here were

sacred reminiscenses.
walk

Passing along the

where

roses were blooming

owned by Gen. Lee.

'A thousand ineidents

blue

of the mount-

ains fouch the sky.
Poets could dream
here, and matter of fact mortals feel the
inspiring touch of sublime indifference.

The draughs that earthly thirst can quell;
But who fs this that meets her there?
‘What voice 1s this at Jacob's well?

Were this

home, .onee mine, no longer such,

I should waste my life iu sighing for it.
The great wooded gwove,—with hundreds

“Ho! ask of me, and I will give,
From my own life, thy life’s supply ;
I am the fount! drink, drink and live;
No more to thirst, no more to die!”

of acres to roam over, where glints of mel-

Strange, mystic words, but words of heayen;
And they who drink to-day, as then,
To them shall inward life be given;

Their souls shall never thirst again f

~Prof. T. C. Upham. '

low sunlight stray,and birds carrol sweetly,
and where the varied charms of landscape
are touched by the silvery sheen of the grand
old river,~sueh is the ** family plot” where
blue”

will

*“ our boys

in

sleep

thundering

artillery of lieaven

‘until

the

shall wake

.{ them.

A

bil

At “ Old Soldiers’ Home” and * Battle
Cémetery” a committee of ladies and gen-

WasaiNgTON, D.C. June 2, 1873.
ARLINGTON HIGHTS AND OUR DEAD THERE.

were repeated desposited the = flowers.
There were 41 graves decornfed at Battle

Although Congress ha: not made this a
legal holiday,”
the impulse of a nation’s

‘Creek Cemetery, near Fort Stevens, and the

Special Correspondence,

tlemen assenibled;

and after

the

exercises

party proceeded to Arlington.
OAK HILL CEMETERY,
&C.
patriotism sacredly hallows it. The streets
in the eity last Friday were strangely quiet,
Here repose thé remains of Edwin M.
for a'large majority of the inhabitants Stanton, Justice S. P." Chase and many
were fotmd in “the different cities of the noted army officers: ‘Prayers and poems

dead.

“Arlingtot was the Mecca

where

of his life stand unaccounted

and the séditering of Howers ‘marked

the

for; and

Lull.

gions of the sky, tradition, usually so fertile

gionary of the Middle Ages (born in Major-

in invention, has not attempted to fill ap. ca, '1286, stoned to death in Bugia, 1315),

for him

to lie on

‘and

Congressional

Cemetery

(the latter where General Rawlins is buried), were fragrant with

the wreaths, the

fallen bore. Mount Olives was visited by
the employees of the War Department, and
prayer, which was followed by a'chorus of former enlisted, men of general service,
five hundred voices, comrades of the Grand who’ completely enveloped ther monument
Army of the Republic, who sang with of their former beloved chief with garlands;
touching effect a national hymn, entitled, Col. 1. P. Tareche, who was killed at Muy

‘“To Thee, O Country,” after which q fine

freesboro’, rests here,

After its reading, the Grand

sang the hymn, * Peace

Army.

choir

on Earth,” after

which the orator of the day, Rev. T. DeWitt
Talmage, delivered an oration. We shall
never forget the grandeur of that utter-

ance, which thrilled all hearts, and touched
with electric fire the memories that seemed

to bring our dead back to us,
THE ORATION.

wi

We glean a thought here and there from
the entire oration, but its harmony and

completeness willbe marred.

After speak-

ing pathetically of incidents that character-

ize a nation’s struggle, Dr. Talmage ‘said
that ** he would that all ‘the wreaths that
- have ever been Iai upon the graves of the
northern and southern dead, might be lifted
and linked together, each garland ‘a link,
—~and with that long, bright, pleasant chain,
—a chain of roses and lilies, —~this whole

# A million of souls inspired by one thought,
A million of hearts beating in union pulsations,”

have re-echoed

and

a’ xray of light and thou art so near, that whoever will can
into the deep obscurity. ' Theiviquestion, find thee in his own house, in his own
there are many men
‘Ig mot. this the carpenter?” not, as at chamber; wherefore
LJ
another time, the carpenter's son, but the so ignorant that they set out to seek for

stopped the work/till an imvestigation can
be had. This will cause a delay of several

Dr. Talmage said, “ we think the most
timid child would not be afraid to walk
this night at 12 o'clock in any of our éem-

Bessie BEECH.

Temperance.
—

neighboring house, who was preparing to
go to his business down town, ‘ was well
off, and engaged in large business, but was

mother, in all probability then a widow,
and, like many a widow since ' then, cheer-

drinking himself to death”? Why,is it.
that, in passing along the street in that
same village, we should be confronted by a
sign run out over the side walk, announcing
to all passers-by, “wines, beer and other
liquors sold here?” "And, after witnessing

of a dutiful son. I have no doubt that holy
angels, turning their wings away from lordly mansions and the proud palaces of kings,
often hovered over that peaceful home, and
still they who are ministering spirits sent
forth for them who shall be heirs of salva-

where they can be found. If, therefore, the
pilgrims wish to find thee, they must seek
for thee carefully, and not seek for thee in
the beautiful images and paintings of church-

ed by the love, and supported by the labors

laden with sins, The
wishes to find he must

es, but in the hearts

in places

of holy men, in whom

thou dwellest day and night.”

«If thy im-

of Maine on our return home, why is it, But,so far as this world and.its inhabitants are
that we should overhear a New.York mer- ‘concerned, Jesus passed his duysin content~

age, O Lord, is beautiful as seen on the
cross, much more beautiful is it when beheld in religious men and lovers of truth;
for the figure of the religious man-is nearer
in nature and likeness to thy humanity than
the crucifix, since the figure which we see

chant

to

his

tion, do over the humblest: abode

of piety.

traveling companion,

ed obscurity, unnoticed and unknown save to

“YT have got 4 demijohn on the other train

on the’

his-neighbors, whose esteem he could not
fail to win by his:pure life, and gentle temper; and holy manners. He was to grow
in favor with Ged.and man. -All Nazareth
regarded him as a paragon of human virtues, and many a mother pointed to Mary’s
son, as a pattern her lads should copy.
How wonderful it isto transport ourselves
back some eighteen hundred years, to that
small town ; and, on asking with the Greeks

the religious man is of the same kind as
thy glorious humanity.”
“Often I have
sought thee on the crucifix, and my bodily
eyes could not find thee there; but they

with something good in it. Do yoy suppose they’ll seize it?”
Now, I ask still again, why is all this?
It is not because the Maine law does not
obtain

in all these

stantially.

States, for it does, sub-

It must be hecause in Maine the

law is better enforced than in these other
States.

Let that shopkeeper

sign here on Lisbon

run

out his

street by day-light,

let that New York merchant send his demi- to ‘‘see Jesus,” tq be conducted to a humble
john to this market, and it would be worth dwelling where chips of wood and squared
while to be there to see ‘‘ what next.” logs, and unbarked trunks of trees lying
Let him bring it to Lewiston in a harmless about, of the oak, and olive, and cedar, and
locking trunk, or in a nail cask, or a bag of sycamore, that had fallen by the ax, point
oats; let him hide it under the bed, de- out the carpenter’s. . By the door, and unposit it beneath the kitchen floor, or under der a hovermg vine, which, trained beneath
the woodpile in the dooryard, and it will the eaves over some rude trellis-work,
not be safe from seizure even there, and it forms a grateful shade from the noon-day
will be his fortune if he is not seized him- sun, a widow sits, her fingers employed in
self! The like of all of which has trans- weaving, but an expression in her face and
eye which indicates a mind engaged in far
pired in this city within six months.
| By all this we do not mean to say that loftier objects; thoughts deeper,
holier,
there is no liquor traffic,'and no whiskey stronger, than a buried husband and a
drinking in Lewiston, for there are streets widow’s grief. She rises, lifts the. latch,
and neighborhoods notorious for both of and, stooping, we enter that lowly door;
these. I have only stated what have been and there, bending to his work, we see the
my observations, in the common course of carpenter—in him the Son of the Most, High
things, on’ the best streets here and else- God! Time wus when he set his compass
where, by day and not by night, extending on the deep; time was when he stood and
measured the earth; and now, with line and
over a period less than twelve months.
the sweat
Prosecutions are somewhat numerous, as compass, dnd plane and hatchet,
"shown by the municipal records, But thas dropping from his lofty brow, he who made
heaven and earth, and the sea, and all that
is no true criterion of the comparative
in
them is, in the guise of a common tradesamount of traffic and drinking, "It may
merely show that the law is enforced

and elsewhere not.

here,

man, bends at a carpenter's bench.

How

eross'is a resemblance in wood, but

have found there thy form, and the representation of thy death.
And when T could

not find thee with my bodily eyes, I have
sought thee with the eyes of my soul, and

by thinking and remembering, my soul has
found thee, and as soon as I found thee, m~
heart began to grow warm with the glow of
love, and my eyes to shed tears, and my
mouth to praise thee.”

The Philosépher and the Bible.
Jean de Muffer, a learned Swiss writer,
was deeply engaged in historical studies
at

Cassel, in the year 1782.

Indefatigable in

research, he wrote to his friend, Charles
Bounet, that he had studied all the ancient
authors, without one exception, in the order

of time

in which

they lived, and had not

omitted to take note of a single remarkable

fact.
him

Among

to

other

glance at

works, if occurred to

the New Testament, and

we give in his own words

prddueed upon him :

the impression it

“How shall T express what I have found
here? I had not read it for many years,

to ‘the

government

fact, that there was, at that, time, four times
as much liquor openly; sold - as; now, and

even a greater proportion of drunkenness.
No man can have observed the difference
confessing

without

WHAT

MAKES

THE

We live in Lewiston.”

DIFFERENCE?

We do not wish to

that ever tries to forge another.” = *“ The disguise the' fact, though it may prejudice
most suggestive inseription above the thou- gome- Against the impartiality of our statesands buvied in these national! cemeterics ments. It is a goodly city, in some respects

of temperance
Governor

men

garlandsforiall,

the

The
isa

table on invitation to a publié dimmer, where

Weare

‘more of*Riss every day.

on

its streets

«We have occasion

For th» ¢ unknown,”

for

and

rivers and jungles; for those the

—

is always reason to fear’ that
ceive himself.

he may" de-

' He #8 troubled,

and

often

in efror, because haman will ‘and human
interest are always subject # ‘much error,

He can'enjoy no repose, but agitates and

torments himself,

and

inspires deep

passion'in others, who, seeing how

com-

purely

he desires to glorify God, see at the same
time how he heaps up obstacles in his own
path by his want of simplicity.
When, on the other hand, welook to God
alone, we cast all our burdens upon him,
and he will sustain us; and, farther, if our

Paul

in his journey to Damasens

;more’ prodigious or more

was

not

surprising to him

than what I suddenly discovered was to me

re~
ligion appearing at the moment most favorable to its establishment,.
and in the way

which I am not able to provide. I may known our Lord, all is clear to my sight;
with him there is no problem that I can not
degire to be a painter, and my sight fail
me, an

orator, and

lose

my

voice, or a

surgeon, and my hand tremble;

and

so my

career is a failure, and I am forever inconsolable. But there would be no such thing as

meets me, of doing

that

which

I had

at

solve. Forgive me for thus praising the
sum, as a blind man who had suddeuly veceived the gift of sight.”

There

is an

utter inconsistency in a State

enacting laws against intemperance, and
then choosing executors who ‘guzzle their

wine, or shamelessly swill bad whiskey!
Nor is it enough that they should be temperanpe men so far as their own personal

hab-

They should be active,
outspoken temperance men, lecturers and
several times aweek, We! pass:the corners laborers in ‘the cause, as Governor Perham
where loafers: do.congregate to sun them- has been, and as one ut least of the talked
selves, abd where the unemployed’ ave midst ‘of candidates’ as his successor ‘will ‘be, if

God can

and

not Ivad us astray.”

perfect peace.
We are

disturbed by the thought we are not

often

doing

whom

the au-

operations have - been

mostly confined to

the Postal-cars between the East and West,
and from his stealings he has realized
about

$75,000.

The

address

of a

letter,

found on a piece of ‘blotting paper, which
he had used in drying the ink, first led to.
the steps which yesulted in: his arrest. It
is regarded as one of the most important
captures of the season, as. the Government.

had been

losing heavily by his operations,

and his shrewdness had: hitherto
every attempt of the detectives.
THE

bafled

LAST OF THE MODOCS.

The Modoe war ended last week Sunday by the surrender of Capt. Jack and

remnant of his band.

the

They had been hotly

pursued by a detachment under Col. Perry,
—
and finding further resistance *woppidss;
gave themselves up. The ~

-» Megulr- Army
can now ‘=
«axe 8 Bight's:rest. The Indians,

of whom these are not many more than
twenty warriors, will probably be given tothe civil authorities of Oregon for trial.
They can hardly be regarded in any other.
light than that of murderers, and the most
-of them will doubtless be dealt with. accordingly. This will be likely to remove

farther danger of an Indian

war.. Col:

Perry deserves great credit for his energy
in making the pursuit and capture.
ANOTHER UNACCOUNTABLE:

A murder

was committed
Tuesday.

of an extraodinary 'cliaracter
in New

York; last week

Mansfield T. Walworth,

a

man

prominent in New York city and State,
was

called by his son, Frank H., to the
latter's :
room at the Sturievant House; and there»

shot dead by the young man, who at once
confessed the deed, telegraphed the fact to
his relatives, and then gaye himself up to
‘the police. Trouble between Mr, Walworth
and his wife, in which the son warmly es»
led

to

the:

tragedy. ~The murderer is now. in the.
Tombs, where he conducts in the, coolest
manner imaginable, seemingly being: SORTY,
only that he basn’t another father: to: shoot..
Emihent counsel has been engaged to de-

fend him when brought to trial,and they are;
already hinting that the fellow is insane, If

There are some people, yes, many. people, always looking out for slights. They
can not carry on the daily intercourse of the

nate word or

momentary

taciturnity

several new ones.

These improvements are. -

designed to make the Civil Service more effi=
cient, being based on a strict

adberence

to

its principles, and will aid in remedying
such defects as ‘experience has shown to
exist. One of the modifications will serve
to facilitate the filling of vacancies by
prompt examination of applicants. It is un~
derstood that the board has given careful
consideration to the subject of securing an equitable distribution of office.

As regards

locality, the views of the Cabinet, so far as
expressed, are in accord with

those

of the

board, The modified rules will not be promulgated by the President until after the.
next meeting ofsthe Cabinet.

Thé Constituent Cortes of Spain cane to-

ness, they attribute his abstraction in some
‘It we act in this spirit (I say it "with mode personal to themselves, and take nmprofound respect), our work becomes God's brage accordingly. They lay on others the
affair rather than our own; his work, and | fact of their irritability, A fit of indigesnot ours; and the activity and personal | tion ‘makes them see impertinence in every
energy, which God requires of us always, one they come in. contact with.
Innocent
consist simply in following him in faithful persons, who never dreamed of giving ofobedience and abandonment of self,
fense, are astonished to find some unfortu-

Here ‘is ‘profotnd

A Postal-car thief, for

thorities had been ' searching in vain for a:
year, has just been caught in Boston. His

THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT.

Over-Sensitiveness.

far challenged respecPfor the consistency of first proposed to myself, proves to me that
his principles and practice, that, during his that is not what God has. called me to
do; family without some offense
three-quarters of an hour stay, not a wine and the very infirmities which hinder me If they meet an acquaintan is designated.
ce on the street
cup was lifted to the lip at that table.
arg-so many lights by which God reveals who happens to be preoccupied with busis
Such are the men any State ought to have to me my true field of labor.
law that proposes a check on intemperance.

POSTAL THIEF CAPTURED.

he is;’it is’ a kind of insanity that would
seepr'to deserve hanging,
THE CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
smallest means,
1 see the connection of all !
The advisory board of Civil Service met:
the revolutions in Europe and Asia with
that suffering people te whom were com- the President and Cabinet “last Wednesday
by invitation, and submitted their report,
mitted the promises, as ene likes to intrust
maturely ponsideéred, proposing a modifieaa manuscript to those who, not knowing
tion of some of the present rules and adding
how to write, ean not falsify it. - T see

least likely to promote its: reception; the
world appearing to be arranged solely with
: referen
ce to the religion of the Saviour, I
can understand nothing if such a rehgion
be not from God. I have not read any
books
about it, but in studying all that happlans are made trusting only in ourselves,
pened
before this epoch, I have always
they may not be practicable. I may wish
found something wanting, and, since I have
to follow a career involing expense for

the
the’ wrecked career if my projects were formed
ex- and carried out according to God's plan in
his my behalf. The very impossiblity, which

temperance principles in his speech, and so

brought Lorie thorolighfures, and business streets,

those that fell in the Wekolate march
along

places.
instance,

éach plate was acéom panied by & wine glass.

to traverse a. considerable portion of its’ its are eonoerned.

orator

for

thorough Maine-law man; takes a position
decidedly in favor of its execution throughout the State, and i8 also a tetaperance léct-

and mother and wifo'and dhild waited long
The!

in high

of the ‘State,

a very goodly city.

coming.”

law,

young inen.

is the word * Unknow: * ‘Even their names
have been. lost; unknown, though father
for their

Maine

the

that

when properly executed, is a great and
grand barrier against common drunkenness
and will prove largely the salvation of eur

——

yet printed,

parties are waiting impatiently

and when I began it I was prejudiced
against it. The light which blinded St. poused the cause of his mother,

the accomplishment of every hope, the per-

Indeed, the time was, ow he stooped to save us!—Dr. Guthrie.

in ‘high office, that have principle and virtue
enough to enact the Maine law, or siny other

Oe

8,000,000 are

carefully seek for, and seek them

He was introduced to the company as
Maine-law ‘Governor. "Hé honored
sleep on, our tributes unheeded. Our fit- title by ordering the wine cup to be
fal ‘slumber here, like ‘ theirs, will'soon he changed for a glash of water, avowed

recognize it?

Only

whose roof of thatch, Jesus resided with his

eteries, so fragrant would they be.” So they

perpetual. | Oh; that some loving hand
might, every May day, bring one little blossom to'our graves! Would not our'spirits'

weeks.

the Post-magter General has

to have their orders filled, <"

on official business, he found himself at the

The

nearly

tetior paper

them. if they are
things which man

saying

:

tal cards was let to a company in Springfield, Mass., ‘but owing to the useof ‘in-

him;

of a humble home in: Nazareth, known to
the neighbors as the carpenter's, and under

to banish all gloom, and, as

dead

THE POSTAL CARDS.

and many

ways create a shudder, but some invisible

a soldier's grave.
of the

|

The contract for printing 25,000,000 pos

thee in distant lands, and take the devil with

spirit seemed

designated

good feeling. = This is the only

use, and woe

the

survivors,lately res--

carpenter himself, siiggests to us the picture

urer, ‘boldly maintaining total abstinence
by precept and example; at ‘Wome and
abroad. Being in Connedticut at ohe time,

kind of a chdin Athericans will’ éver "consent to

sentiments over

Arctic

cued from the iceberg, hd%e amived im

‘gain thee, O Lord,’ is determined if possible to solve the mys~
tery of Capt. Halls death.

their insolent taunt throws

State,

al-

mound

mysterious abodes

nation might be’ encircled in éverlasting
unity

their

length of this” fair land Wherever a mossy

THE POLARIS SURVIVORS.

should we, on suspicion of being a clergy:
man, be slurred at in passing the streets?
And whyis it, that in an adjoining village,
we should be told that the young man at a

We have in Maine, withal, the advantage

poem was read by B.A. Duncan,M. D.

.

The Polaris

“We see how pilgrims sel out to seek thee in distant lands,

has made the wrath of man to praise

coherent sentences, and. silly observations
on the weather and the times? Whyis it,

that in another city of the same.

“Whoever would

to him, who permitted the insult and thus thee in his own house.”

the sofa in the

5

Glenwood

is

:

viewedby the fepretary of the Navy., He

when;he again appears. upon. the stage -to need not withdraw from his own country,
enter his public: ministry! Thanks to: bis nor from his friends and relations, for he
townsmen’s envious sneers, or rather;thanks can find thee near at Hand—he can gain

and fall of something which made it convenient

we find the following :

ee
PW
oo
fection of all philosophy, the explanation of
thousands gathered to deposit their simple exercises here, when the party proceeded to when it was not execute, here, There was
retro +e
all revolutions, the key of all the apparent
offering at the shrine of freedom’s sacrifice, Arlington.
The ‘ceremonies. at Prospect then probably fot half the number of pros1 4 The Condition of Peaes.
contradictions of the ‘material and moral
The procession formed in the rcity and Hill (German) Cemetery were: imposing. ‘ecntions before the courts that we now find,
world, of life and ‘immortality. I see the
proceeded to Arlifigton, where the Matine | The ‘oration’ of Colonel Faehtis was an dnd ‘yet there is not a wan, familiar with the
There'is no'peace possible for the man who most astonishing
Band opened’ the" exercises at the grand oration of sentiments noble and exalted. streets, who will not beat, testimony tg the #1takes
things effected by the
his.earecr into bis own hands.

stand by rendering a choice selection, and
the assembly was called to order by Department * Commander, F. H. Sprague.
Rev. Dr. 0. H. Tiffany, D. D., of the Metropolitan “M. "E. church} then offered a

offense

Events of the Week. -

that

Neander, in his “ Mémorials of Christian
blank, looking as dark as the starless re- Life,” gives an account of this zealous mis-

seat some five | all this, pon crossing the line into the State

In the vast inclosure

#'| thousand 'peaple.

away where the misty

Samaria’s daughter too doth share

——

spa:

of history center kere. From the spacious
portico, with its numercus pillars, one can
look over Washington, Georgetown and
the glimmering Potomac, miles and miles

I hear the tinkling camel’s bell

A

the

and urns and vases of flowers were tastefully arranged,we entered the mansion once

11, 1873.

Sn

#

of the

scenes that will live long after the mossy

terraced
WEDNESDAY,

a’ sketeh

rine Band, the carriages rolled up

DECISIONS,

1. ‘Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-oMee—w
ther diveoted to his name or
another's,

taking

Raimund

¢ manhood, there is a great

blank in our Lord’s history. Eighteen years

New Hampshire, We must needs he con-

b:
be Res | grounds west of the mansion, and ‘halting;
Agents
dropped their offerings on the graves, while

busy

sears of

way the chance of an imaginary

vastly increased.— Selected.

[' Extending from his early youth into the

Why is'it, that in stopping over buf once the time between boyhood, ;when he vans
for dintier dt a hotel in one of’ the cifies of ishes fronx ouw;sight, and his thirtieth year,

fronted by a man well dressed, but bloated

received by the Publisher for their
iscoplinaance
and nntilpayment of all Arrearagesis made as ve.
auired by law.
.
;
scription,

of

*

more drunkenness and more brawling than How often have I wondered and tried to in ‘which, ahong other extracts from his’ Washington, but no reporters are allowed has fallén under our notice here in a month ? fancy what Jesus did, and how he passed writings, enlightenéd enough for later times, to visit thems. until they have been inter-

sang with ' touching sweetness a hymn
entitled ¢ Soldiers’ Memorial Day.” The:
Presidential ' party passed ‘through the

ar er
Waugh ib an artist was
forwarded until an explicit order is

year, without further

Chester

the Metropolitan Presbyterian church, they

tron Jectans be RB ostmanters . are, obliged to
register letters wheueve ¥ requested to do so.
8 thus.
will be at: our risk.
Otherwise

they

Dr.

—E—

under more or less constrdint, and fn this

work.—

mis-

taken for an insult, To say the. least, the
habit is unfortunate,
It is far wiser to take

gether on Saturday, Muy 81, and were formally opened by a speech from President
Figueras, "He spoke in his usual libersl
and energetic manner,

calling for the abeli--

tion of slavery in Cuba and the separation
of Church and State. The Assembly chose
as its ‘President the veteran Republican
leader José Maria Orense, Marquis of Albaida, one of the original founders of the

publican party,
acter and most
Cabrinetty has
and.altogether

Re-

a man of the highest charblameless antécedents. Gen.*
defeated a body of Carlists;
the Cortes begin their Tabors

under stfficiently favorable auspices.
. BARBAROUS WARFARE,
A despatch from Shanghie gives
particulars of the captnre
Chinese forces of the city

some

by the Imperial
of Tallefoo,. the

enough, oi that ‘we are doing wrong, or ft the more charitable view, of our, fellow-becapital of a Mohanrmedan state in the prodoing
the work which’ God has given us to ings, and not suppose a slight is. intended
ab.
ol of
vince of Yutinan, in the south-western part
3
Ge
’
fit
unless the neglect is open and direct...
of China. '1t'says the most frightful scenes
Lremember, particularly, the, first few | After all, too, life takes its hues in a were witnessed in the conquered city upon:
weeks
after tha physicians had pronounced great degree from the color of our mind. the entry of the Emperor's army, The victheir opinion in my case, how much, I was LIE we ate frank and generous, the world | torivis forces fell wpon their captives and

sea covered in her’ doral Sarcophagus, all likely to linger, waiting for ‘Something’to mominated'and elected.~—J., ¥."
CR
fd
»
were remembered, dnd" we ‘ory’ today as ‘turn up: And yet we have sden scarcely a i uewiston, Me:
VI
did he,=—* Hal, ‘sésting “place of the pat- ‘man thoroughly «dranlk | for' & six: month;
troubled at the thought that my work was | treats uskindly. If, ou the contrary, weare | massacred 80,000 ‘of theth, The Sultdn
riot deadythé gagland of ‘a nation’s thanks nora mani very much infoxieitgd 6ftenel, { Philésophy trianphs eusily ver past vil : not done, By God's, grace, I have. been | suspicious, men learn to be cold and eau poisoned himself, preferring’ death by his
we' place
Bo thy tomb, wet with a na- perhaps; than omee a month) "Wo'| have land evil’ to coe; but present’ evils ti freed from this’ thought, because I have | tious towards us. Let a person get the rep- | own hands to falling into the power of his
tion's tears I”
SH
witnessedvbab: lone street fight for ‘thre’ mph over philosophy.
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tomb of the unknown where hundreds rest,

the ‘orphans from the ‘National Soldiers’
and Sailors’ ‘Home were gathered, and
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After the oration a male chorus sang a years, and that began ‘and ended in words,
selection from ¢ Comrades in Arms,” the and vas not very severe at that. We have
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
band played, after whicli the President with never received a disvespectful word from
FOR THE FAMILY.
Mrs. Grant and Miss Nellie, Secretary Fish any one disguised with drink on the street,
‘
ISSUED BY THE
and lady, Attorney Geéueral Williams, Rev,
Why Is it that
we no sooner cross the
FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT
Dr. Talmage and lady, Rev. Dr. Tiffany line into other States, than mogt, if not all,
and lady, with an immenseshrong, all bear- this is changed? ‘Why is it, that upon goOffice, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
ing baskets of flowers, passed out of the ing from the station to our lodgingsin a
LR. BURLINGAME, Pablisher,
“At the city of Massachusetts we should witness
To whom all’ Tetters on business, remittances of rostrum to the silent mounds.
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all evil?

This teaches the unity of God

‘before whom Abrabam and Isaac did
wali,” and ** the angel” who met Jacob so
often in his life,

It was not a created

ing, it was not one of the heavenly

: Sabbath School Lesson =June 15th,
AND

NOTES

BY

PROPHETIC

PROF,

J.

A.

HOWE,

God

who

met

Jacolh

the

un spe ak-

of which the Old Testament speaks, is the
Christ of which the New Testament speaks.
*¢ And let my

name

be

named

on

them.”

The wish heke expressed iis that the children
GENESIS 48: 15, 16; 49: 8—10,
of Joseph, théugh born in Egypt, of an
aristocratic family, should’ be: considered
QUESTIONS.
Israelites as if they were sons of Jacob,
The state of Jacob’s health? V.1. What did
Hence we find that the names of Ephraim
Joseph do? 1. Why didhe bring them to Jacob? How did their grandfather treat them?’ ‘and Manasseh instead of Joseph appear
V.9,

10.

What

mistake Je

Heb.

11: 21?

Joseph

father made? 14, 17, 18, 1
15. Whom did Jacob aay
this act in

is said of

was

Joseph to bless his children?

speak of God?
of this verse?

think his

‘What

Why

it blessin

How

did Jaco

What is meant by the last clause

16. To what being
some of the evils

does Jacob refer? Specify
from which the angel deliver

among the tribes of Israel.

The tribe of

Ephraim, the tribe of Manasseh, but not
the tribe of Joseph had assignments made
to them in the land of Canaan. Te this
reckoning

of them

which a double

as

sons

portion

of Jacob,

by

of the promised

inheritance is secured to the descendants of
office of angels? Heb.1: 14. What is meant by
Joseph,
reference is here made.
“ and let my name be named on them”? How
was this blessing of value to ** the lads”?
It was greater honor for the children of
49: 8—10. Of what does this chapter treat? Joseph to be identified with the people of
‘What authority had Jacob to
speak thus of his
children? Who gives the spirit of prophecy ?(8. } God than to be reckoned among the de-

ed

him.

Who

was

this

angel?

What

is one

‘What three things are here spoken of Judah
How does history agree with them?
Chron.
5:2.
Ps.78: 68,60. Judges 1: 1,2. Tes desirable were each of these Shinge? ‘What should
we desire first of all?

9. To what is Judah likened? Explain the words

~** from the prey thou art gone up”?
What is
meant by “ he s
down, he couched as a
lion”?
¥rom this
re, what one trait should
we expect in Judah? What is Christ called?
Rev. 5: b.
10. Of what is a scepter the symbol?
What
is here said of it? What is a lawgiver?
What
is here said of a lawgiver? The meaning? Who

is Shiloh?

What does the word mean? - Explain

the last prophecy.
Isaiah 11: 10. Rom. 15: 12.
Are you gathered to him? Can you gather any
one to him?
NOTES

AND

HINTS.

THE SONS OF JOSEPH BLESSED BY THEIR
GRANDFATHER.

lowed

by

The

life

experiences

draws to an end.

The

message is sent

of

Jacob,

of good
report

and

father is sick.”

hal-

evil,

reaches, the

to’ Joseph, saying,

** thy

With his two sons, Manas:

seh and Ephraim, he hastens to the bedside
of his father ;—hastens lest the old man die
in his absence leaving him unblessed ;—
takes his two sons with him that they may
see their grandfather once more alive, receive his benediction and witness his death.
Once before Joseph was summoned to
his

father, who

The

thought

infirmitice

Jacob

death

of advanced

so low

that

he

to be near.

age

never

reduced

expected

to

rally. ~Hence, calling Joseph, he made
him slennly promise to hury him in Canaan.

From that sickness, however, Jacob

rallied, and Joseph returned to his own
home.
The call this time was well founded.
Just how long, after the arrival of Joseph,
his feeble sire survived can not be known.
The narrative makes it’ probable th at his
death was immediate.
The chiidren of Joseph were young men.
They were born before the famine, before

the arrival of his father in Egypt.
if Jacob's

death

occurred

Hence,

within one year

after the events described in this chapter,the

youngest of these grandchildren was at
least nineteen years of age ; for Jacob came
into Egypt in the second year of the famine,
and lived seventeen years in the land.
On presenting his children to his father,

Joseph arranged them before him
the

right

hand

would

so that

rest on the head of

the eldest, and the left on the head of the
youngest. But Jacob, * guiding his hands

wittingly,” laid his right hand on the head
of Ephraim, his left on the head of Manasseh. The right hand was the symbol of
power and of friendship; the oldest son
represented: the family, and was heir to a
double portion of the estate.
15. With his hands on the heads of Joseph’s two sons, Jacob, lifting his almost
sightless eyes to heaven, invokes the

bless-

ing of God on the children before him,
The text calls this act ‘the blessing of
Joseph” because of the family ugity by

which parents and children are henored
and blessed together in whatever honors or
blesses either of them.
We might infer from the way in which
Jacob _s tags of God that he regarded Joseph,
n danger of contamination from
the thn religion of Egypt. The fact
can not be disputed that Joseph was exposed to temptation, and to corruption of his
faith. The sons of Joseph had a nother

who

was once a pagan, and whose father

was a priest of a false religion.
Whether
Asenath became a convert to the worship of
the invisible Jehovah is not recorded. We
have

reasons

to

think,

therefore, that the

sons of Joseph were even more exposed to
corruption of religious faith than Joseph
himself.
Jacob solemnly mentions the name of
God, and lest any wrong idea should be

attached to the name employed, adds, * before whom my fathers, Abraham and Isaac,

did walk.”

Ephraim and Manasseh

would

know by this qualification that Jacob did
not follow the gods of the priest of On ;—
that he did not worship the

like

their

maternal grandfather, but a God that

was

worshiped

by two

sun,

generations

of his an-

cestors. . The second qualification of the
God that Jacob invokes is ‘* which fed me
all my life long unto this day.” The literal
rendering of this clause is, * who acted.
the part of a shepherd to me,” or, ** who
fed me like a shepherd.” Jacob as well as

David then could sing, * the Lord is my
shepherd, I saall not want.” Here is emphatic statement to the effect that this God
whom Jacob. served was real, was actual

Ruler, Guide and Provider.

To him Jacob

ascribes the blessingsof life He had saved him in. a marvelous manner from the
famine, and always protected

te a

the

office: itsell.

came

Besides,

the

to deword"

translated scepter is also translated “tribe.”
Judges20: 12. Hence, in this verse the’
meaning probably is that the tribal authors:

at

ger of God, or, in John,the Word or Revealer of God. ** The Angel of the Covenant,”

BLESSINGS .

. ESSENTIAL TrurH :—Christ
able Blessing to us all.

orders

note

ity of Judah should not be surrendered or
the ford, and appeared to him in Bethel. lost until Shiloh come. Jacob has given
But still he is called the Angel, the Messen- A pre-eminence to Judah, and predicted
of beings, it was

QUESTIONS

be-

ofof office, and hence the word

and fed him,

his flock.

as well for these grandchildren, asso-

scendants of Poti-pherah.
have the

name

So always,

of Christ upon

wus,

to

to be

called a Christian, is greater honor than

to

be named after a titled house, or® renowned
family.
THE CoMING OF SHILOH ANNOUNCED.

48: 8—10. Jacob called together his children that he might tell them what should
befall them in the last days. He passes
from one to the other, until he has gone
over the whole twelve, predicting their
future history according to a principle which
shows that cause and effect, sowing and
reaping, character and destiny are inseparably linked in the career of mankind. Because

of the

sins

of his sons, their future

was changed. Jacob does not make the
fortune which he foresaw, nor foresee it as
separated from, but as the result of, human
conduct. The sons of Jacob, to a great
extent, as free ngents, make their own his-

tory, ataping

what

they sow.

The pre-

dictions of this chapter give us one surprise,

that Christ should be promised to the tribe
of Judah,

seph.

rather

than

to

the tribe of Jo-

IIe could not be of both, and Judah

was chosen to

this honor,

for

reasons

that to him

all

his

brethren

should

bow.

Salem, and his dwelling place in Zion,»
attracting’ happy pilgrims from the extrem-

ities of the holy land, every one-of them
cheered with the hope .of * appearing before God in Zion,” there is on the desolate

‘Herve he states how longthe ascendency of
the tribe shall be maintained.
‘* Nor a lawgiver from between his feet.” sands of Pooree a temple which for nearly
By lawgiver is meant gn interpreter of the seven centuriesshas insulted the: God that
law, like the scribes of the New Testament. is above, has for ages attracted millions
The teachers of the law, rather than leg- of pilgrits trom every part of India; and
islators enacting laws; are referred to by though it has done more to spread wretchJacob, In 2, Chron. 17: 9,'it is said of the bdness, djsease and death than any other
Levites and priests, ** they taught in Judah, idolatrous shrine on which the sun has ever
and had the hook of the law of the Lord shone, it’ has strange fascinations for myriwith them, and went throughout all the ads still,
cities of Judah and taught the people.” At
Nor is this all. 1t is sad, deeply and inthe time of Christ, lawyers and scribes,
expressibly sad, to state that while those
whose daty it was to transcribe and teach who preach Christ are so few and feeble,
the law, were persons of authority in Judah. Juggernaut has hundreds, nay thousands of
¢ From between his feet.” This language missionaries (pilgrim hunters they are
is supposed, by some, to mean * from called) constantly employed in proclaiming
among his posterity.”
Others object to his glory to the people and races of India,
this explanation, because the expounders and ip
enticing pilgrims to his shrine:
of the law were Levites, and not of the The
{Acts of the case can not be properly
tribe of Judah.
They interpret it as denotknofn by the churches of Christ; or if
ing subordination on the part of the teach- kngwn can not be considered. While I am
ers of the law to the higher authorities.
writing, there are six English and AmeriThe fulfillment of this prophecy was delay- can missionaries in Orissa (four in our
ed until the overthrow of Jerusalem, when
part of the field and two in yours), their
the kingly authority of Judah was broken wives, a devoted widowed sister who is
down, the Sanhedrim dissolved, the scepter nobly toiling to carry on the work in which

departed from the tribe that gave name to
the land of Judea, and its lawgivers sui-

her

rendered to Him ‘* whose right it is" to reveal the will of God.
This was the precious promise to Judah,
that he was to be a progenitor of the Shiloh.
Jacob can pronounce no richer prophecy,
can make prayer for no more exalted bless-

there are twenty-fous native

ing.
and

It was said to Abraham, and to Isaac,
repeated

to Jacob, ‘‘ In

thee shall all

the nations of the earth be blessed.” That
is a promise of good to us. ‘We partake of
the ripened fruits of Jacob's dying blessing
on Judah. Shiloh has come and gathered
us to himself, if indeed we are obedient to
the cross of Christ. He is gathering still
the sons of men. The prediction of Judah
penetrates to our day. The Lion of the

tribe of Judah prevails, and will prevail,
by the majesty and power of his work.

in-

scrutable to us. The wife of Judah was a| —
Canaavite,—therefore as much a pagan as
the wife of Joseph.
Hence we can not see
any reason, on that account, why one
should be preferred to the other. The birthright taken from Reuben because of his
crime seems to have been bestowed upon
Judah, as if he was next heir before the
law, but the birthright did not essentially

was gréat in Tomer’:i? but Orissa is famed
throughout the world ag the prineipal seat
of Juggernaut's worship, and the: honor and
‘homage due to the blessed and only Pogentate, are given to a hideous idol. Instead
of
the tabernacle” of the Most High ‘in

Communications.
“The Orissa Mesjon;
—

excellent

five single

husband

ladies.

In

ployed as preachers

honorably fell, and

addition

to

these,

brethren

or Scripture

em-

readers.

On the other hand, the missionaries of Juggernaut are three thousand ; and yet there
are Christians in England, and no doubt in
America too, who wonder that the spiritual
conquest of Orissa has not already been
achieved! The rousing words of good old
Latimer, when urging the slothiul to diligence,

will
for

occur

not

to

learn

shame, learn

me

as I write,—*If yon

of God, nor

of good men,

of the devil ;” and surely,

Christians may learn an important lesson
from the emissaries of the great foe. Friends
and helpers of the mission in Orissa, send
your brethren and sisters, who, like Gideon's hag are “faint yet pursuing,” the help
for which
they daily sigh and pray; and
send it soon. Let special prayer be offered
while

the

“ Devout prayer to that Eternal Spirit who
can enrich with all utterance and knowlpossess the promise of Christ. That was
humbly and penitently acknowledge that edge, and who sends out his seraphim with
added from without.
Thus we are left
I have not acted towards the readers of the the hallowed fire of his altar, to touch and
without a known reason for the election of
Star in, the spirit of this precious saying. purify the lips of whom he pleases,” will
Judah to this high honor.
Though I hayg been "an interested reader | bring out the right men and women, and
The word Judah signifies praise. Hence
for more t
a quarter of a centry, and | will ensure to those *‘ showers of blessing”
there is a play upon words when Jacob
have thus ‘‘ received” much useful and im- which will transform the barren wilderness,
says, ‘* Judah, thou art he whom thy brethportant instruction, I have overlooked the of Orissa into a fruitful field. Oh, that it
ren shall praise.” The. kind of praise deblessed privilege of ‘ giving.” Now, how- may please him to ** send out the spirit of
noted is that of homor. The other tribes
ever, I feel stirred up earnestly to entreat prayer upon his servants
all over the world,
would,in the last days, acknowledge Judah
all the friends and supporters of the Mis. and to stir up their vows as the sound of
as the superior people.
When we rememsion, seriously and in the sight of God, to many waters about his throne.”
ber that first David and then Christ came of
consider the urgent claims of Orissa. The
It is nearly forty years since the first
this tribe we shall not doubt the fulfillment
Lord has committed to our churches andto messengers of your churches came to Orisof this prediction. To be praised is the
yours the evangelization of this country. sa; and is the cause to which your fathers
ambition of many, and for it they sacrifice
It
is a solemn and weighty trust, and as pledged themselves before God and man
too often those virtues without which the
loudest landations are mockery to the soul. there are now fewet brethren in the field, less dear to yon, their children? I have
It was the praise of merit, the praise fairly than has ever been the case since your first told you of the millions of Oriyas; but in
won by worth that was promised to Judah, missionaries were sent out in 1885, it is a addition to these you have at Midnapore a
time not only to cry mightily to God, but to wide and important field among the Ben*¢ Thine hand shall be upon the neck of
thine enemies,” that is, thou shalt overcome stir up each other's pure minds by way of galis; and then how desirable that the
remembrance.
work among the Santals should be extend.
them. It was a prophecy of courage, valor,
First, I must ask your readers to consider ed; but alas, where are the laborers? A
triumph. By reason of these qualities Judah won the praise of all Israel, and no pre- the wide extent of the field of Christian great and effectual door is opened. Many
diction could have been, at that day, more exertion which Orissa presents. The recent precious souls have been saved from endsatisfactory to him. ¢ Thy father’s chil- census of the population of India is far less woe. And many dear orphan children
dren shall bow down to thee.” The as- more reliable than any former one, and in have been trained in the nurture and adcendency of Joseph's star was to wane be- the opinion of those best able to judge, it monition of the Lord. Openings of use|fore the rising of the star of Judah.
This errs rather on the side of understating than fulness present themselves on the right
It is clear, band and on the left; but holy and faithful
tribe gave its name to the whole nation of overstating the population.
from
official
papers
that
I
have
received men and women are wanted to carry on
Jews, furnished it with its most: renowned
You need not be
and valiant kings, and took that position and carefully examined, that the Oriya- and extend the work.
discouraged
as
to
the
results
of the work.
speaking
population
must
exceed
six
milamong the rest of the tribes which Jacob,
hundreds of ~years before, now predicts. lions and a half. And in reference to these Those of us who have given the best years
But the complete fulfillment of his words millions we ask, ‘ How shall they call on of life to this holy service, and are willing
was not realized until Shiloh came, ¢¢ the Him in whom they®have not believed ? and desirous, by the help of God, to give
lion of the tribe of Judah.” To him every And how shall they believe in Him of whom the remainder, see much to encourage and
knee shall bow, the knee of Jews, the knee they have not heard? And how shall they cheer, and have no misgiving as to ultiDr, Phillips, the veteran of
We must ask mate success.
of Gentiles, yea, our knees shall bow to hear without a preacher?”
your band, is consecrating the ripe experianother
question,
Where
are
the
preachers
him.
t
&
for these millions to be found except in ence of advancing age to the holy cause
9. Judah is here likened to a lion, to a
1
connection
with your Home Mission? We which enkindled his <youthful ardor.
young lion, to a lion. in mature strength,
are verily guilty “concerning these, our have been privileged to labor for more than
and to an old lioness, in the language of
one perfectly familiar with the habits of brethren in humanity, unless we send them twenty-eight years in this blessed work,
this king of wild beasts. -' The figure is de- the glad tidings of salvation, designed for and 1 feel that I cquld not have devoted
They are rifting in my life to a nobler and more important obsigned to teach the strength and fierceness every child of Adam.
darknéss
and
in
the
region
and shadow of ject. tI beseech you, therefore, brethren,
of Judah against his enemies, the terror
death;
and
so
they
must
remain
unless we for the Lord Jesus Christ's sake, and for
with which he will inspire them, the success he will have in capturing spoil from send them the light of life. How shall we the loye of the Spirit” that you stréfigthen
meet them at the judgment seat, if, through and encourage the hearts of your enfeebled
their hands.
our
criminal negligence, they live and die brethren and sisters in Orissa. By com“The lion's whelp” denotes the beginning of the career of the tribe, that the in ignorance of what it most concerns all passion for perishing souls—by the love of
predicted dominion
should, at first, be the children of our common father {o know ? Christ—by the hope of the final recompense
small. “ From the prey, my son, thou art Six millions and a half! Itis easy to re- —Dby all that is imperative in duly, attract
gone up,” refers to the habit of the lion peat the words, but who of us realizes the ive in privilege, melting in tenderness,
, and infinite in importance,
which, when satiated with food it has cap- magnitude and extent of the idea which overwhelming
the words convey? Who of us feels his I pray you strengthen their hands in God.
tured, leaves it, and retires to the mountains, and teaches that the eremies of Judak spirit stirred to its. utmost depths as he Finally, I entreat you by the love you bear
would be overcome, and spoiled, after thinks of God dishonored, man" degraded, to those dear friends; and by the affection
which the tribe would enjoy rest and pros- and souls undone forever ? Well may we with which you cherish the memory of dear
‘I say with the weeping prophet, ‘* Oh, that Bro. Smith, do with this letter as Hezekiah
perity.
“‘ He stooped doww, he couched as a my head were waters and mine eyes a did with the one he received. He read il
spread it before the Lord.”
lion,” that is, as a lion in his full strength fountain of tears, that I might weep day and then
That was the letter of an enemy; this is
at rést, but ready to spring upon an intrad-_ and night.”
‘When our blessed Lord, in the dark and from a friend. Carry it with you to your
er. ‘‘ And as an old lion.” The original
closets, spread it before the Lord, and if so
word is lioness, who is even braver than a sorrowful days of earthly sojourn, saw
lion to attack a foe. We must not press multitudes in Galilee ¢“ as sheep without a it will not have been written in vain.
1 can not hope ever to see, in the body,
poetical imagery beyond the use intended.
shepherd,” his loving heart was ‘ moved
Not every part of a figure of speech is ex- with compassion,” and he said,—the words those to whom I am writing, but we are
pected to have reference to a truth or were repeated when the seventy disciples one in the love of Christ,—a precious bond
thought to be illustrated, but the figure as were sent forth,—‘‘ The harvest truly is of union,—and in the hope of meeting in
a whole illustrates and explains. So we plenteous but the laborers are few. Pray His holy presence, with all the ransomed
ust not press too far the poetry of this ye therefore the Lord of the harvest that family, In the hope of that happy meeting, I am,
JOHN BUCKLEY.
he will send forth laborers into his harvest.”
Tse,

10. ““ The scepter shall not depart from
Judah.” The scepter is the symbol of authority. The Hebrew word signifies, first

g, 88 they did, with the children of
and noble pagans, to hear these

of sll, a rod or staff such as shepherds em-

Lu ne angel whic redeemed mie tion]

ployed for guiding their flocks. Magistrates carried some kind of a rod as a badge

Our blessed Lord says, ‘‘It is more blessed to give than to receive,” but I must

But the spiritual destitution of Orissa is

much greater than

that which

his compassionate concern ; and
lation of Orissa’ hills and plains
more numerous than that of
* In Judah God was known, and

awakened

the popuis vastly
‘Palestine.
his name

yond?”
rest,

Although

hours

all

when:

have

their

crowd.

hours of un-

souls

yearn

usual

Beverage.” Sadia,

a neglect to obtaln

own

comfort,

space in

upon

not

his pallid

the import of the words

they utter. They
of death. Thus it
low the goddess
her feet and lay up
upon earth.
Not 80 is it with
look

know not the meaning
is with those who folof Pleasure, worship at
for themselves treasures
the true disciples,

ahead,—beyond

the

grave,

who

and

seek

after ** glory,

honor, immortality, eternal

life.”

disappointing

Cares,

troubles

and

tribulations come upon the children of this
‘world with terrible force. They are not
prepared to meet them.

a

number

of

brought out, and a sorry dance the: poor
Santals had of it. To-day, the permit ar-

face. None can solve the mystery. Nome
can tell his fate. They say he is dead, but

they know

of

one any good, . Something better is needed. Mrs, P, sang and spoke some time to
relieve me. Feb. 28. We have wow been
here 8 days. For two days no haudia was

He knows not on whom to call.

and, gaze

shade

with us freely, and seemed disposed to be
fair.
The gemeral impression, yes confession too, was that the god could do no

He is in despair. His life bas been a failure. His labor has been for naught. He
closes his eyes upon earthly scenes. His
life! [voyage is ended. His fellow-men

gather around

the the

Mango trees, where we had an attentive
congregation, ‘Several Babdos discussed

He says, *“ I will labor now

and gather up piles of glittering gold. By
and by I will retire from business and enjoy the fruits of my years of toil.” Time
flies quickly. Old age creeps on apace.
Death knocks at the door and he must go:
But where? He knows not. The future
is) dark—a night without a morning. He

js undone.

On the third day, the license came,

were soon on the ground, and then the
dance: went merrily on.
An.
act or
two from my Diary will close
T puper:.
“Feb. 26th. Prepared our stand, by enclosing, with cord and stakes, a convenient

Their feet are not

rived, and the good stuff, which had for
days been brewing, came with a rush.
The Santals, old and young, male and
female,
gathered in
crowds.
Bat,
0 shame, whither art thou fled! Women and
girls, at other times sober and sensible,
drink, become intoxicated, loquacious, silly,
dance

and

rouse!

‘frolic, and

The

roar

have a general

of 50

drums

eca-

or so, has

éontinued through the day, and now, at 8
P. M., only abates, probably to be renewed
through the night. This is, indeed, a drunken revelry!
‘** We have labored to make known our’
message, both by the living voice, and the
printed page, keeping at a distance from
the drunken crowd. But, O Lord, how

long?

When shall the night of misery and

comes they have no hiding place. The
believer looks not at the things which are
seen but to the things which are not seen.
He is anchored in his Saviour’s love.
Changes may come, nations fall, kingdoms

death pass, and the mornipg light appear?
The Native Preachers have been well received and have met with instances of real
conviction among the people where they
have visited. At Pancheol the Zemendar
(landholder) became deeply interested, en-

totter, earthquakes, thunder and volcanoes

tertained the brethren very kindly, paid two

belch,but he fears no evil. His trust is in the
Everlasting One. He knows no feverish
unrest, no unsatisfied longings. When he
is called to pass through the valley of the
shadow of death, he closes his eyes and
enters the great unknown without a fear

rupees for a Bengali

planted upon the rock, and when

or thought of evil.

the storm

Which ‘is the better

way, which has the surer foundation ?

Euiza H. MorToN.
Allen’s Corner, Me.

Close of the Season.
The delightful cold season,
with its
charming moonlight nights, hastens to a
close, while the hot, scorching winds
advance apace.
During the past four
months, we have

been at home

very

little,

and still, the amount of district work performed has not been large. The sickness
and death of our beloved Bro. Smith, in
the month of Nov., and duties arising out

of this sore bereavement, have, to some
extent, prevented our usual cold season
excursions.

From

our

last,

a trip

of

19

days among the Santals, we returned on’
the 1st inst., and the same day hearing
of Sister Smith's serious illness, Mrs. P.
prepared to go to Balasore,to aid and cheer
our much afflicted sister. I followed, on
the 7th, and had the privilege of spending
Jast Lord’s day with our people at Metrapore, and receiving three candidates,
wko had been some time waiting to be
baptized.
I again reached
home this
morning via Jellasore, where I spoke to
our people, last evening, on the importance of praying the Lord of the harvet to
‘send forth more laborers into his harvest.
Mrs. P. remains, at present, in Balasore
to be company for and aid our lone worker
there.
The determined
and persistent

efforts of our widowed sister to carry forth
the

work,

husband

in

which

were

deeply

she

and her

late

interested, are a re-

buke to the sympathy of thousands of professed Christians (who find neither time
nor means to labor for their Lord), and
supply a fine illustration of the oft repeated

adage, when there's will, there’ a sway.
The new brick school house in Balasore

‘has been roofed in and will soon be occupied, though in an unfinished state. A
snug little school

house

at Metrapore, where

operation.

has

been

a school

A third school

is

from

and a man sent to open the

school.

dustrial, and

Balasore,
Mean-

steadily on In the In-

the

daily to instruct

in

house is going

up at Beames-sai, 57 miles

time work moves

erected

now

great

near one,

of, our Christian families, lately died of
cholera. He had long known our people,
read our books and declared his faith in the
gospel of Christ, but had shrunk from an
open, public profession, lest he should lose
his employment.
In his sickness his friends
offered him water in the name of Sitala, one _
of their goddesses, but

he

spurned

it and

told them to give him drink in the name of
the Lord, as no one else could help him.
He called for the New Testament and is reported to have died with it under his head.
His relatives report that he was not afraid
to die, refused the use of all their heathen
charms, &c., and said, *‘ If the Lord chose
to take him, let

him

do so, as ‘he. was

not

afraid to go.” In the absence of a more extensive awakening, instances of this kind

may well strengthen our faith and preserve
our courage from flagging.” The true leaven
certainly is spreading, permeating, and it
effects must be seen even though we have
to wait for it.
There are, in the districts occupied by our
missiop, 26 or 30 bungalows (or houses),
located

at convenient

points,

which

are

furnished and kept in repair by the Government for the accommodation of its serv-

ants when
services

on duty.

Believing

that

the

of the missionaries, especially

in :

the Educational Department, would.be recognized as a public good, application was
made

for the

privilege of occupying said

Bungalows on the same terms as the officers
of Government.
Two days ago our reply
was received. His honor, the LieutenantGovernor of Bengal, authorizes the members of our mission *‘ to occupy Inspection
Bungalows in the districts of Midnapore
and Balasore on the same terms (i. e. , free)
as the gazetted officers of Governinent.”

This is a real boon, one to be grateful for,

Cheering as

of time,

they

Jesus and

lived

of death.

to

bear

so

could

not

leave

a

bereaved sister thus to struggle on single
handed and alone, when even a small effort, on the part of each brother and sister
who love

;

A young policeman, who

interior of the districts.
Tt is also encouraging as a fresh instance of confidence in,

length

nay,

fruit !

sit in the re-

go

onerous a load of care and toil. Even
patient endurance has its limit. Could our"
friends at home but see the need, and
know the blessedness of giving and laboring and suffering, and, when need be, dying
for the-cause of Christ and his gospel, they
would not,

his faith in

Christ and urged the brethren to call again.
At Bobaigadia, our old inquirers seem to
have taken a new start. They took the
Preacher into their house and entertained
him in a very friendly manner, boldly spoke
of their. aversion to idolatry and their faith
in Christ, and plead hard for a preacher, or
at least a school master, to come and live in
their village and hold worship with them;
said they became rusty during the long intervals between ithe visits from the Cbristians. Oh, for more laborersto enter the
whitened field and gather in the precious

who

workers

indeed it is to see the work laid down by
‘our lamented brother, thus taken up and
carried forward, it is quite too much to
hope, that this lone worker will be able for
any

Bible, which he prom-

He declared

as it will greatly facilitate our labors in the

those

gion and shadow

ised to study.

out

zenana

the

soul

of the

hea-

and desire for, co-operation with missionaries on the part of the Government.
It may

not be generally known

to our friends in

America that our mission is.in the monthly
receipt of not less than 800 rupees ($400)

or Rs. 9,600 annually from Government,
and a few personal friends, for the support
of schools and orphans, This assuredly

should be a ground of encouragementto
home workers to gnlarge and efficiently sustain our feeble mission, When others are
ready to help us, we certainly ought to do

our best to help ourselves.
This morning Mrs. Phillips reached home
from Balasore, having left our bereaved
Sister there in improved health. A Christian family is at present stopping with her,
which will, we trust, do much to relieve her
loneliness and cause her time to pass pleasantly. But our friends must not forget that
there is a crying need for a missionary family in Balasore to co-operate with Sister

then would supply the means of a speedy
reinforcement, Who would not wish to be
fellow helper of the truth, under such circumstances
Onr last trip abroad ended with a three
days’ visit at the Sib-rfat jaitra, at Sahastreni, This is a Hindoo pooja, which Smith. The Lord send forth laborers into
lasts but one night, where vows are per- this eedy portion of his great field!
J. P.
formed and homage paid to ‘the obscene
Santipore, March 24, 1873,
Sivil.
But here, as elsewhere, religion,
commerce and pleasure join hands, MerGod will paint his own clouds and eun-

chants and tradersof

all sorts flock in

and set up their stalls, and the light-heartA zealous soul without meekness is like ed Santals come with a rush fife and drum
a ship in a storm, in danger of wreck. A in hand, ready
for the dance, and the.
meek goul without zeal, is like a ship in a meetiug
is
protracted for a week or so.
calm, that moves not so fast as it This year it was well nigh a failure,a
ought.
;
j
sorry dance, for two days, owing to the
J

;

the

and
the “large, earthen
pots of the illodored,
but
much
coveted
beverage

for

something not yet attained, yet few pause
to inquire what it is, or from whence come
these longings.
Man looks ahead. His
appointed time is threescore years and ten.
He lays his plans in, youth and accumulates
wealth to support him in his declining
years, All this he does with an eye to his

mission is so enfeebled, that the

service and say, Here are we; send
To quote Milton's noble language,

of

There had been

the
Men seldom pause amid thé busy eaves required license, and it was curious to ‘witof life to ask-the question, * What is bes ness the sadness and disappointment of the

lives and health of the brethren and sisters
may. be precious in the sight of the Lord;
and that others ¢ with a glad heart and
free” may consecrate themselves to this
holy
us.

absence

The Her after

|

sets, but it is a nobler work than this, he
has given to mothers and the teachers of
little children.

He

has ordained

them to

‘touch hues of fadeless beauty in immertal
spirits,

Good advice can not be given too often.
Bo

°

”~

lv.

vital moment;
them, India,

Over the soft green meadow,

i

We venture the assertion, that there is not
a church in the land where a pastor, with

L
7

the true missionary spirit, may not: excite
an interest, an intevest that will extend
from the heart to the purse, And those

men are verily guilty

The lowlands far and near,
Comes the morn in beauty,
And lo! the day is here,

to

them,

thrilling

eloquence

would be met by some complaint

of the in-

agers and officers.
The truth is, that we,
ters.

The glow of morning light:

Unchanged by the gloomy night.
Some glowing hope has vanished,
That beckoned us on ere-while,
Some bright, fond dream lies buried

Beneath a sweet, sad smile.
Though never a word is spoken
And never a sign is made,

We

are

familiar

that numbers

The face shows the dawn has broken

By a beauty that wiil not fade.

And fitter for that bright morrow,
Where night shall forever be o'er.

of professed

its weekly or monthly visit to their homes,
Is it strange,

The Reason Why.
—

An aged Christian lady who, for many
years, has been deeply interested in the
missionary enterprise, recently inquired
of a younger lady, a member of the same
religious communion, if the church with
which she was connected, was doing much
~ for the cause of Missions.
“I think not,” was the reply; ‘‘you
know the expenses of carrying on these

mission-

aries receive but a small part of what is
contributed.”
“I was surprised,” was the comment of
the aged Christian, ‘‘to hear the same excure so common when our missionary system was first inaugurated.
I supposed
these
matters were now better understood.”
on
It surely seems that all might understand
but

these

isit

sof

ladies

re-

sided, was oné of unusual intelligence and
culture.
‘The means of information of
almost every kind was 80 casily attainable,
that there seemed scarcely an excuse for
ignorance concerning any of the important movements of the day. The lady who
gave the above response possessed at least
an average share of intelligence,
and
found time amid the wmultitudinous duties
of a busy housewife for not a little miscellaneous reading.
Why, then, this ignorance on so ‘important a subject? The
question
is easily
solved.
Though a
missiovary

intelligence

formed no part of her accustomed reading; of such matters she was wholly uninformed.
She
had somehow {imbibed
false

ideas;

and

satisfied

Christians are

of their

truth, considered herself entirely exempt
from part or lot in the matter.
Doubtless this lady was not a fair representative of her society, but do we uot
find many in almost every religious organization, ready with excuses of a similar
natare, and is not this ignorance the true
reason why there is so little interest in

this

important subject, and so much necessity
for these constant appeals for more aid,
these "continued efforts on the part of a
few to rouse the many from their lethargy ?
A pastor, whose heart is always alive in
this noble cause, becomes the_léader of a
new flock, and, among his first duties, establishes a monthly missionary concert.
The brethren submit to his wishes, but how

few of their hearts are really in the matter!
How few seek to intevest by items of intelligence from either the foreign or home
fields, items that the monthly and weekly
press scatter like the leaves of Autumn at

that

in

such

families,

the

circle of their vision is extremely limited. Is it strange that the mental horizon
of such minds is bounded by ‘‘our” church

and “our” society ?

PILGRIM.

—

Women

OC

of Zion and Men of Israel, whose

hearts are stirred by
worked, fainting

the pleas of our over-

band

in

India,

we

will

marshall our forces, gird ourselves for the
battle and march boldy to the rescue. Our
Foreign Mission must be reinforced. Shall
it be said that a people numbering 70,000,
whom God has so bountifully blessed,has not
love enough for God's honor andthe souls

of the heathen

to

sustain

half a dozen

missionaries and their families in the field
the Master has bid us cultivate for him in
India? ‘Tell it not in Gath ! Publish it not

out

receiving

fourfold

into

our, own

bosoms !
We remember being equally surprised
and pleased, in a society where missionary
concerts were a new experience,

to

hear a

“young man relate some particular interest-

gird on our

armor,

and

do valiantly

God and souls.

for

:

Men and brethren, to whom God has
entrusted wealth, how many of you will
give a hundred dollars each to aid our Mission in its present - exigency? Can not
twenly or more such be found? How many
will give fifty dollars? How many twentyfive? How many ten? Ask the Lord of
the harvest what he would

have

you do in

this matter,
Pastors of the Free Baptist churches,
will you, each one of you, present the pleas
of our missionaries to your people at the
earliest opportunity, and ask for a collection ?
Will each sister who

has

heard

the cry,

ask God for a heart and wisdom to work,
and with his eye resting upon her,make such
an offering for the present distress as she

believes would please the Master ?. Then
will she go to

her

brethren

whose

ery

‘has

ears

the

and

sisters

not pierced,

and

present the pleas for help? Will she
go to her pastor, if he has not moved
in the matter, and ask him to present the
crying

needs

of the Mission

to

the

pub-

lic congregations and call on them for aid?
Finally, will all the sisters in the denomination

who can,

east, west, north and south,

go up to their respective Yearly Meetings
at their next sessions, and there consult
together and adopt some plan of systematic labor that shall reach each church in
their respective Yearly Meetings? Perhaps it may there be told them what they
can do. God is moving the hearts of some

of our sisters to arrange a plan of labor,
and whatis not a little reinarkable, some
of them, without consultation and unknown

shape and form to the work, it is hoped, will

be speedily issued.

God grant that we may

soon become ome united phalanx, and so
labor that new life and hope and courage
may be infused into our now disheartened
Board, and may it not be said much longer, that “we have 1,000 churches and as

many pastors that do not care a fig for our
missionaries or our mission,”
M. M. H, Hiuis,
Fabius, N. Y.,

May

8, 1873.

A Plea for the Missionary.
T have read with deep interest the tidings

sionaries from some eastern countries.
The pastor being usually the only one
have a fresh impetus and interest to the
meetings. This young man was accustom
ed to read missionary intelligence; the
markes

were

not; hence,

partook

of the

while their reusual stereotype

give fresh and important

ra

will be remembered among the brightest.
Toil on then,brave little band, great will be
your reward, for * ye shall shine as the stars

- .. ELNORA.

Stlections.
contemporary of the younger Edwards. The
former was ome of the most successful
preachers of his time, although not the
gual of the latter in preaching power. Dr.
wards felt that there was gomething in
he had

yet to learn,

and took occasion to inquire of Dim the rea-

son of his remarkable success. This was Dr.
Strong's reply: ¢ Perhaps one reason is
this, that you
reach as if your people did.
not believe the Bible. You undertake logically to prove everything, and to state fully all kinds of objections

to the

truth, and

to answer them; and I admit that you do
it most ably and fully. But, then, you
often suggest, objections that -many have
never thought of till they heard them from
your lips, and perhaps the objection is remembered while the answer is forgotten.
Now I do uifferently. I preach to my peole as if every one of them believed in the
ible just as much as I do. The great object of every one of my sermons is to urge
my hearers to obey it,—to live up to
the

these are very different affairs.

to my mental health andd
happiness to find out all I can which ise
amiable and lovable in those I come in contact with, andto make the most of it. It
may fall very short of what I was once wont

jo of; it may not supply the

believe,

and

to

do it

now. And the result is, that I never hear
of a doubter in my congregation, and continually men are converted and added to the
church.” The incident has an important
practical lesson.
There is no less of power to the pulpit
in
the positive
presentation
of
truth,

the

and

there

is a fitness

conscience,

when

which makes it, in the

the

mighty

power

in

truth

pressed

to

upon it,

hands of the Spirit,

of God

place of

what 1 have known, felt, an tasted
; but it
is better than mo
. It seems to keep
the feelings and affections alive in its humanity ; and till we shall be all spiritual,
this is alike our duty and our interest.—
The
Moravian,
:

to salvation.

Somebody has said that it is not enough

that we do not preach on mere lectureroom themes and sensation topics; such as
‘*‘ The Beautiful Shoes,” ‘‘ The Convoy of
Wings,” “The Apostles’ Left Baggage,” or
‘“ The Message of Balaam’s Ass;” we must
preach truth, Gospel truth, truth in its
positive claims, truth as now pointing all

always

in place:

‘When

so

Bilney

Latimer was a zealous Romanist, and
preached, on receiving his degree in the
university, a stirring ‘sermon against the
doctrines of Luther. Thomas
Bilney, a
fellow-student who had embraced the doctrines, heard it, and thought if so eloquent
a man could be won to the truth the
amount of good he might perform would
be incalculable. How could it be done?

A difficult task, but he would try.

:

He went to Latimer’s study and told him
he wished to confess. And there in the
privacy of that solitary chamber, he poured
upon his heart the burning story of his own
conversion. He told him of the load which
he had once felt upon his soul. He told
him how carefully he had observed the precepts

of the

church, and

how

The same Jesus who

had

said,

&
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hour the course of his life was changed, and

his talents, piety, his eloquence, were consecrated to the cause of the Reformation,—
History of the, Great Reformation.

Prof. Tyndall’s

Prayer Test.

—

The essential ludicrousness of this test
strikes an intelligent theologian at” once.
God, it seems, is distrusted by his worshipers, They are to force him into a corner.
They are to violate in praying, the first
principle of prayer. They are to suppli-

cate the Deity

with the idea of dominating

him. “Ants Boks on this mere ant hill of
the earth, they are to judge the Creator of
the

universe,

‘who

worded heaven and
and cau, when he

nothing again.”

speaks

earth

out

worids,

of nothing,

pleases, word

them

If the test, instead

ing confinedto one

who

hospital, could

‘Family,
sells to
SON CHEMICAL
Pa, .

CO.,

CHICAGO

tended over the whole universe, its application would still, from theological point of
view, be impious, Verification, in its scientific meaning, can not be applied to payer,
for it puts distrust in the place of trust. As
for praying for the sick in one ward of a
in

another, that

brings to mind the story of the Southern
clergyman who went shares with another in

the purchase of a negro slave, and was ac-

1 should have been among them as a laborer, had there not been obstacles in the way
which

mount.

it was impossible

for

But T have pledged

if I can ever see my way

me

to sur-

myself that

clear, I will glad-

Is becoming yer} common. in every community,
and
the sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some
relief. The disease assumes many different forms,
among which we notice PF
tion, Enlargement,
Si
, Ossification or Bon
ion of the Heart,
Rucumatiom y
ry
yy Water about the Heart,
Sinking of the Spirits, Pains in the Side or Chest,
Dizziness, Sluggish Circulation of Blood and Momentary Stoppage of the Action of
Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured b;
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator, and we do not hesitate to say it will cure them
.
y form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken properly and the party not received a marked benefit.
r
B
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
gulator, and the demand is still increas
We
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
Send for circular containing testimonials, &c., to
FRANK E. INGALLS, sole Agent, Concord, N. H.
The pice of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR
per Po tie, and can be obtained of any druggist.
y

ends

in a spirit of grim humor, dr was the result
of stolid incapacity to understand the facts

Cement STONE Pipe,
Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.
INTRODUCED.

For House Draing, Town and City Sewers, &c.,

Railroad Culverts,
Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will not decay, but coatinually
w harder
and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
troublein transportation or laying, and the Cement
can be cut at any time. and branch in two.
. SHEA has had ten years experience in manu
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

DENNIS SHEA & CO.

—Address COWAN & CO., 8th St.,
+ New York, for best selling book pubor Com1220

Sale increasing.

for our

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRIGA
over 600 Rages, only $2.60. Incomplete and inferior

works are offered, look out for them. Send for circulars and see proof of the greatest success of
the season, Pocket Companion worth $10.00 mailed
free. TUHBARD BROS., Pub’s, Phila. and Boston,
y

DR. DIO LEWIS has opened a fine ' CURE ”
on) Beaton nr Boston L=hive Shionfo Inval
will
fin
ome and successful
treat;
.
Sond for wlrnaar
1
rt 4

A man who hath
so dear to him that

ything in the world
he can not spare it for

guaranteed

sure to Agents every-

ADVENTISM.®
a

oh form, an
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whieh x has
fen cents.

PA DE RING,
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Cornhill,

Boston.

WORKING CLA
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$60
a week guaran- *
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¢ cent return stamp, M.
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comfort ; a solace for every grief. And I
know when he makes np his jewels they

customed to pray that God would preserve
of
its very depths. It seems somtimes as if ‘his house, his family, and his A
be
1 must fly to their aid; and ere now I think Pomp.” Indeed, if theologians should
foolish enough or mad énough to accept the

ly go to become ome of the devoted little
information on just those points in which band ‘who have left all to bear the glad
we needed instruction. Now _ this youth tidings of the Gospel to the benighted
was favored with neither more leisure nor heathen. I mourn the lack of the mismeans for gaining this’ knowledge, than sionary spirit among us as a people; it
ve-it a
were most of the other members of the seems_ as if the majority bar
society. To him; the cause was one of thought. Ilong to do something for them,
form, he could

seems to me the consciousness of having left

all for Jesus must be a sweet and lasting

hospital, and not for those

from the missionaries in India, and their
appeals for help have stirred my heart to

others

willingness to become a missionary. I
look upon a missionary as one of the most
honored of God'schildren. ‘True, they are
not as favored with bodily comforts, but
is not the soul greater than the body? It

if 1 try to preach for eternity !"

ing facts concerning. the breaking down of
the barriers that so long had excluded mis-

from whom such items were expecied,
these remarks from the source they come,

To

test of our sinverity, our willingness or un-

forever and ever.”
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the in streets of Askelon!”
No, no, no. It to Christ, and to duty, and to heaven, else
is not, can not be so.
We have been sleep- ‘our ministry will be in vain. - Richard Baxter’s words to a remonstrating friend are*
ing at our post, and we will awake and

our very feet. True, they pray for the | to each other, have suggested almost the
spread of the Gospel, but even this many same identical system. Cireulars giving
of them add as a sort of codicil to their
usual petitions for home blessings. Inceed, it has sometimes seemed that many
Christians really felt that the hour -of each.
month devoted to the wants of missions,
detracted so much from the good they
coveted for themselves.
As though it
were possible to seek to bless others with-

and friends for

duties of the missionary.

truth they in theory

The Foreign Mission.

0 myoe (who

such I would say: Remember the words
of our Saviour; ‘‘ he that will lose his life
for my sake shall save it.” < If we are truly
his disciples we must be willing .to leave
all and follow him. I think this would
be a

the secular

company ; but no religious monitor makes
Ww.

operations are so great, that the

with

-not conversant with any religious periodical. The daily papers are on their tables;
perchance some literary review bears them

truer for sorrow

Grows the human heart evermore,

these

the arduous

do

boat disasters, have occurred during the
past season, Of the expeditions to the
Polar Sea, and the sad fate of the brave
men lost amid Arctic snows, but few of
us are ignorant. But of the strong holds
yearly yielding to the dominion of the
Christ-man, we know very little.
Even the pleadings of our toil-worn,
weary missionaries, pleadings that might
move a heart of stone, many know nothing of ; for it is no less strange than true,

Silently, silently ever,
God leads us into the light,
But ah! it finds us never

woman,

as a people,

lives and leave their home

news of the day; we can, perchance, tell
how may railroad accidents and sleam-

The heart marks not its coming;
As silent. as that of the morn,
And starts at last to waken
And find its grief all gone.

Christian

:

who can

are not deprived of the blessing of health
as T am), yet ‘are not willing to risk their

not keep ourselves informed in these mat-

Btep by step has stolen

in which

his

creased ‘expenditures of the missionary
operations ; of the extravagance of the man-

Over many a sorrow
Shrouded in deepest night,

The community

do all

in their power to lead their people to assist in carrying out the last command of

appeal

Winning the hights and flooding

now;

who do not

the Master. But not alone on the pastor
does the blame rest. There are churchmembers, whose hearts not even an angel
from heaven could touch. Ay,if St, Paul
himself, the pioneer ' missionary, should

"Silently, silently, sflently,
With never a footstep heard,
With never a garment’s rustle’
And never a leaflet stirred,

better

indif-

But there are those

ab
-
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shall do all I-can, if I can ‘not

for- | self.

ference of the churches on this subject, is
laid on pastors. Doubtless this is just.

Siléntly flees the darkness,—
Silently as it camé,—
Going we know not whither,
Leaving all things the same.
Silently all the watch-stars,
Leaving their night task-done,
Fade away in the distance,
Vanishing one by ‘one,

these matters

To | and

so

Very much of the blame, for the

Over the leafy forest,

—

issue.

matter home,

Over the hills beyond,
Over the sleeping farmhouse,
Over the waving corn,
Over the starry heavens,
Silently steals the morn.

And purer and

a living

Japan, were

eign, that it was very difficult to bring, the
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«of each month,
ble

Théy wiil be found valua-

aids for both

The

teacliers and

scholars.

Value of Character.

.

—

.

A contemporary lately

remarked

that

it

would be a most miserable result if the
exposures of public and private corruption
which

have

so

frequently

shocked

Yet, with the same

amount.of abuse

band of Englishmen, determined
‘on a reheaped upon him by the press and individ- form, most always succeed in the énd. Beuals, but few could have retained confi- sides, they have righton their side.
Their

dence in him.

wus of

late years, should lead us to that ruinous
skepticism which doubts the possibility of
any truthor goodness in mankind.
Farther, thas it is a lesson of civilization that we

see to it,.not only that every man rightfully
accused gets punished with disgrace, but
that every man wrongfully accused suf-

the individual had got a high place in the
Christian world. The tendency is proportionately just as great to substitute reputation for character, and to call the man a
villain, no

matter

if

the whole

person accused.

But

in

the

lished, it shall

take more

than

the

breath

This is especially true of prominent men.

*Mf,"by arduous

toil, involying years of

self-

denial and a loyal observance of the higher {aw, they have impressed men with a

sepse of their business integtheir
rity,
human
friendliness and their Christian
sabmit that these ought to go

spirit, we
for more

than
‘the great clamor of abuse that
enemies may at almost any time raise
against them.
There are some persons,
nay many, whom we are morally bound to
consider innocent till they are proved
guilty. A currupt tree can not bear good

fruit.

But we

have®seen

the abundance

of good fruit. Dhre we, then, hastily admit'that the tree is evil, and thus charge
Inspiration with a lie?
But let us understand the matter.
isn’t an impersonal affair.
That is,

doesn’t

exclusively

York, and those

It
it

concern people in New

who

are widely

It comes directly home

known.

to our own little

villages, and must be applied to the humBlest of everyday people.
But
observe
how frequently people are found whispering little insinuations. It is about. some
young person, it may be, who

has

hitherto

conducted’ fairly well before the world.
But some careless talker drops a suspicious
hint. Soon .it is magnified into a grave
charge. . People thoughtlessly admit the
insinuations, -and-though the victim’s character may be intact, it ambdunts to the
same for the time as though he were a moral
outcast. It is one of society’s great sins.
The evil is daily growing. We are quicker now to condemn a person unheard than
we were a few years ago. There may be

good reason for it.

But it is no credit to

our Christian charity that

we

heavy burdensof suspicion and

tiow'to afflict.80.many.

suffer

these

condemna-

The moral life of

sa nation is in serious danger when we

thus

allow our faith in character to be so read-

false charges,
and see within is true hearts

as our acceptance with God goes. But
this matter of* saving’ people to a higher

and

better

life depends very

much

our acceptance with thei, and unless

upon

‘and

all his

just the same.

namgof

What

all

Shall

We

Read?

The art of printing must

be pus among

times. By means of the press the best
thoughts of the ablest men in-all ages are

until the

Disestablishment.
Last month Mr.

Miall

brought

forward

in ‘the English Parliament "bis regular an-

beneficent

inventions. of modern

d'to h oy

Sth

undertakes

bers

were

absent

vote, and that

in

others

anticipation

paired

of

to avoid

the

it.

‘Head of the Church,

for they affirm that

his ‘word gives the Crown no authority
to control English and Scotch worshipers.
And frotn that stand-point, their position is
unassailable. Mr. Gladstone himself ‘must

Every honest

‘only when

person.

the final

bition, that ambition having its 1odgment

in the

discretions, not to cover up the evidence of
some downright frauds, have been practic-

ed by the Commissioners, but quite likely
our own Government was hasty in taking

world, gathered

daily

and

of enjoy-

ment and culture £0 every class and condition, Those who in this day do not read

are to be piled as refusing one of the best

gifts ever proffered to man.

hy

“But tigFeAre:bad books ag WEN 4S Jg60d.

Many areof a Bes

mauy, under specious

mn

i

guise,

pervert

cherish deception, kusvery, every base passion, paint

_life, its responsibilities and des-

tiny, in false colors, and so are pernicious.
In all this profusion of books, pamphlets,
periodicals with such prétensions and prom-

ises, with the limited time and opportunity

defense at his disposal: In
the:meantime the State Department is at-

There is great pleasure ns well as profit in
perusing these grand old hymns. We need

not specify, where ‘all ‘are so" familiar,
Scarcely any exercise is better” adapted to
reach the recesses of our nature and rouse
its ' spiritual

elements,

than

the

careful,”

thoughtful reading of hymns. And when
they” are not only read but sung, with the
spirit and understanding also, the effect is

Livermore, wh
isonow the

woman

out depéndence upon

God

be

most’ popular

lecturer living, will ‘discourse, we .

hear, on. Womens. Husbands, ‘whic
h, we
ta
ill not be a translation: of Thack-

eray's
‘8 Wives. Rev. ‘MY, Murray
will lecture on “The
i
Horse,"
He

confessed,

and the excellency of the power be acknow]-

is certainly Wot

nomination, interested

will describe The Straits of
Magdalen,
and the island of Juan Fernandes. Mrs.

edged as in and of God, that we may be when he come ‘a one-Horse lecturer :
sto speak of horses,
duly humbled, he exalted, and the move- ‘know whereof
he. affirms.
De. Thomas
ment blessed. All, without respectto de- Hill, ex-Preside
nt
of Haryard College,
in this matter;

are

invited to participate. It will be at.a, time
when many clergymen will be taking their
summer vacations, and how could they
spend a portion of it more fittingly than by
thus seeking n more intimate union with
God ? It willbe held at the seaside, and
thus the participants can breathe the ocean

Leonowens will have

new

lectures ‘on the

marvelous life of Siam and ‘the Orient.
Her stories have the interest of the Arabian

Nights’ Entertainments.
x
Dr. Isaac I. Hayes, the great Explorer,

will lecture on Far Nother Life and
Scenery, and also ‘The History, and Prog-

air and imbibe the Holy Spirit at “the same
time.

ress ‘of Maritime

since

——RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN GERMANY, = As
an illustration of the freadom of religious
thought in Germany, we quote the foliow-

Discovery, before and

Columbus,

Whoever

heard

his

Lowell lectures last winter, knows that he
hus no superior as a vivid describer of
scenery and the incidents of travel.

ing reply which the Evangelical Alliance
in Berlin made to the Japanese who asked

Thomas Fitch, the eloquent Paeific-Coast

orator, is in Europe, and will have a .lecture called A Sagebrusher in Vienna.
Mrs. Stenhouse, for twenty years the wife

them if it would not, be well that the Christian religion be made the State religion of
Japan, The Alliance replied :
The Evangelical Church to which we belong, and whose home is Germany, knows
no compulsion of conscience, and no external force. “Its strength les alone in the allpowerful love of God, which it unnounces
te immortal souls that they may be'thereby

of a Mormon-elder, and an able and eloquent woman, will expose the masked

barbarism and
Utah.
James

tyranny of Polygamy in
Parton is to talk of Our

Scandalous Politics. .. Dr. Dio Lewis

lecture on Our, Girls and.

enlightened and made willing to. serve him,

Our

is to

Eyes.

Dr.

John Lord, oldést veteran in the field, has
lectures on nearly “All the representative

finds to be honest, for the sake of defending
itself against the charge of hasty aetion “in

Reigniolds will ' lecture on Charles. Reade.

will consent to briind any man

whom

the matter.

it

-

great progress which has beén made in varioas portions of our favored land owes its
existence to the religious liberty under
whose influence the German pation

fected its development.

~—WHAT Does It MEAN?
The Bureau of
Education at Washington has information

that the Texas legislatare has succeeded in
overthrowing the commonfschool system of

has

Permit us to

men

that its

benefits may be also extended
of this

and Santo Domingo.

freedom

worthy of pulslic coffidence.

—Mgs,

LEe

AT ARLINGTON.

There is

some thing pathetic in (he brief telegram

mentioning the late visit of Mrs. Gen. Robert Fy Lee to her old home ' at: ‘Arlington.
She rode out ‘from Alexandria
fast week
Taesday, accompanied by a friend, and a

Senator

If this had been

Mr.

Pentecost

Mexico,

——A

SENSIBLE

View.

The

New

York

Tribune takes a sensible view aud, for once

we are glad to say, a good natured one, of
the great folly of so much summer yacationing:
‘We suppose that a good
deal of this disinclination to stayin
citéd ‘during the summer months is a matter of routine and fashion; a Jatge and well

ventilated

and

well

from

which

he

has

recently

.

re]

Hawley, holds the matter in suspense,

Denominational News and Notes.

a

been the Priest, and he had been summoned

Sumner authorizes the Bureau

Gen. Butler and Judge Russell will . nbt
lecture this season; which probably means
that a bitter gubérnatorial campaign is at
hand; and the General's friend, Gen.

Maine Central Institute.

had

to kiss the Pope's toe, it would n't appear so
strange. But then, that is a Baptist rule,
and if they are satisfied that it is a sound one,
we probaby ought to allow them to keep it.

Higginson * will

turned.

he had been summoned to appear before thé
church-directors to answer for inviting members of other denominations to partake of the
and

Col.

to say that he wishes to lecture, and will
lecture if'his health will permit.
Bishop Haven will have.a lecture on

but now his brother, Rev. Hugh O. Pentecost, has resigned ‘the
pastorate ‘of his
church in Rockville, Long Island, because |

church,

Kate

mals.
Prof. John Fisk is to lecture on
the Darwinian Theory.
‘
Senator Boutwell enters this intellectual
area; he will give up November to the
lyceum, but he has not ‘yet indicated the
title of his lecture.
.
:

over

the State.
What kind of a gystem did they
have'in Texas? 1Ifit was Tike the ordinary
common school system, Texas has just the harm.
same as overthrown herself, We
knew
that there were a few. whiskey-representa- ——Broraers
Tair HoLd
TOGETHER,
tives there who were trying all through the | The vicinity of New York city seems to be
winter to do this thing. But the Governor | the especial developing place of open-coniopposed them, and it was believed. that he munion views iu the Baptist ‘ehureh. Not
would save the schools,
He even vetoed | only has Rev. Geo. F. Pentecost felt obliged
the bill which first voted the overthrow. to leave his old church in Brooklyn and
‘But now it has been passed over his veto, come td Boston, mainly for this reason,

Catholie

Miss

lecture on London andl on Thinking .Ani-

runs to extremes.
But still the Christian
religion has a strong ally here, and one that
she may. be able to use not altogether to her

communion sacrament.

civilization.

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe will describe Paris

ef-

give

expression to the hope that your organization may thus favor, the liberty of opinion,

:
your great realm.
"To be sure, a good deal

of modern

1 wish to call the attention of the brethren of the Penobscot Y, M. to the Resolu-

tion passed at Dexter last August, pledging

itse
to lf
wake an.immediate effort

to

raise

a sum equal to two dollars per member in
all our churches, to cancel the indebted-

ness of the Maine Central Institute.
Tt will
be remembered, that our agent, Rev. G. _

W. Bean, at that time expressed his con-fidence in being able to cancel the entire
debt before Jan. 1, 1874. Bro. Bean is now
firmly of the opinion that the whole debt
can be liquidated this year, if our Y. M.
is true to itself.
He has six thousand

domicile in the city is more

com--

and with a little Jains, the heated term in a

well regulated
New York dwelling-house
might, ‘with a plenty ‘of ice
flowers and fruit and ventilation, be sufficient! y
mitigated.
y
This well hears repeating.. Doubtless
three-quarters of the

wealthy

dwellers

in

cities are af this moment arranging a. great
summer parade, in which money - enough
will be spent to give decent homes to. half
the poor people in the eountry, Of eourse
it is their-business, and we haye no right to

with promises of substantial aid when we
do it, behold us in a state of indifference to

our own interests ? Such dealing with vital
interests

is not

record and

in

“the

accosdance

with

the

spirit of. the Penobscot

Y. M. in the past. Has the time come to
inaugurate retrograde
movements?
No
time can be lost if we wish to accomplish
this work.

Will every

Q. M.

in the Y. M.

and every church In each Q, M, take immedi:

ate action, and respond to the benefactions of
friends outside of our limits and in. many
question their movement,
but we want our |
readers, in arranging. their summer rest, to instances outside the denomination, by raiediscriminate carefully between the foolish ing forthwith the small sum apportioned
demands of custom and the sénsible ones of to'them, and so Ly combined action write
‘success upon our denominational banner
hygiene.

Tae

AMERICAN

Lyceum.

in Eastern Maine?

All lect.

to it that half the

Will the brethren see

amount

at

least

be for-

ure-goers,—and théy are many,—will be ih- warded to the Treasurer by the 1st. of July,

terested"to read

is

as there are bills which must be met at that

| about the grounds and through the different the Boston Lycenm Bureau, It may. be
stated that Mr. Redpath, the chief of the
Passing the works of world-wide repaite, rooms of the mansion, retired to the city.
Burean, has ‘just returne

Q. M’s and churches should do this work
themselves, and leave Bro. Bean to work
outside our Timits.. Let us make a bold
strike all along the line, and finish this.

most happy.

aingle servant,

and baying

walked sadly

more than over before; also the standard

sschioolébodks from the Speller and Prirher sided over the most elegant and aristocritic
upwards, excellent educators

as

‘many

following, which

the managers of time ? It was. the understanding

be,” with 'a bare

mention

d from England,
and reports that neither George Eliot,
Darwin, nor Chatlés Reade have the slight.
est intention of visiting the States. Most of
them could not be induced to do so for any
consideration, It is interesting to note a
certain experience that the Bureat has had,

was a
institution” supported them in a style of luxury concerning the popilarity of Eughish and
that is hardly found in the South of “to-day. American lecturers. It is this: ‘Vincent,
Now, her home is ‘confiscated property, Panshon and Stowell Brown are famous

of “homie in the ¢otintry. - Her husband

them are, and .as. all that are put in the
should

the

given'to the public by

yo

as Bunyan’s Pilgrim, Taylor's Holy [Living "She is wow an invalid, and regards this as
and Dying, Thomas 4 Kempis’ Christian's the farewell visit to the scene of her domes:
hi
How berthememory.
i
past mustPhin,
Pattern,
haveshe come
which
deservere 1 to be studied
wiv: N tic
AMjoys.
ding into
pre-

leading statesman, and the ‘‘peculiar

work.

(1

that the

Ay L. GERRISH.

Pittsfield, May 80, 1878.

Hopefuls
The, present seems. a favored: time for
increase of interest in our Foreign Mission.

The, appeals, from

~

reading all,or even the. title, pages of all.

8

i

that, Engl nd | whereverit has been
tried jn. these latter
has made to the American Hoan, is Wil- years, _ The Baptist
Women’s: Mission Sos

liam Parsohs, andhe (to make a bull) is an | oiety report

raised the. past year.
Let,fo one, theveford, Fesolve to read’ none | ——A NoysL CoxvENTION. | A union con: Irishman.’ oF. OHik 3 (better ‘known Even help.is£20,000,
oomés Bi somal ste'dquesion; that!
coming. from outside our
the opposi- | of them. Many
of these" possess ‘sterling | vention, to promote entire. consecration to as J. Moitdsquieu Belle
w) 1s ex Went in | denomination, Last, evening. 1 received
tion
put’ forward.
:
merit, 38 good is ever proceeded from hu. gor Lord Josus Clirist, and full trastin’
.
These

hiny certain readings—fot
‘once.’ But,

'
fo By

ve

dollars in pledges conditioned on the payfortable in the dog-days than a narrow. crib mentof the whole, Shall those who are
in some farm-house or hot-weather hotel ; looking
to us, to see us help ourselves,
arranged

gur missionaries have
one ofof Lapparently stirred the hearts of. our people.
ors; bul
within the grounds repose the remains, of in “England as orators;
.b "not ,one.
them is eqiial to Phillips,Collyer, or Gough, This reminds
look befdfe. And that is what the Con- remarks on the current iSsubk
i
oer of a remark; once Jobo
me
made
the day.’ fifteen thousand. and, more . soldiers, . the
formists | pretend to “do. They see ght Of course no family “should be of without
most
“of
‘them
doubtless
Blain by armies masse
a
|
PUrgeOl
Is
great
dracon
for
the
iliiteraté
by
one
of
the
missionaries,
s
that
; but he is no more to. be compared.
the. .drgufi
in the way of accomplishing good newspaper, nor any individual with- | whiéh her own husbind’ commanded, the
mentum
desperandum, seemed. -necess
disestablishment. - It has been the English “ont its daily careful perusal ;—bettarifor all "husband himself is dead, and (she is only to Beecher than English beer to the finest sary to awaken a feeling, for the Mission.
rich champaghe,
cham)
Fretich
~ Maedonald has le
fashion these ages past.” They have pros. :‘practical purposes than whole
We are thankful that, even, this will bring
wiiting to follow. him, She must have suoces
:
aioe
sftil’ because every one who _saw him,
pered decently well under At. They are the ancients. In truth, a good newspaper found those graves strewn with flowers, the
Jelp to. the, suffering work and workers.
ition, At Teast ‘they ‘com: is off itself a library, besides furnishing us mute expressions of the lasting ‘honor in loved hit a's man ; but we have a score | The Women's. Foreign, Mission Socioties,
of ablerer speakers
that.
Bi
respect with mest other: = | Brad
progressive Wargiy
pe,
istory ofoF uaaman-| Which
or da
of home© growth.
Brow. As A%|now
are held.
should for Yates,
aud progressive
formed, promise good results.
ot Mimtheir oroccupants
i tis Welt
Bome. | We
srtaniy
he ‘was beneath contempt. He In thisbeingeffort,
Christian: nations. Why not: det swell
we have the expewie
Bohemian. Tadeed, the onl; J other denominations, 1t has workednce of
jenotigh
alone? * Moreov
the Trisher,
Chitch, ' What shall be said of the, multitudinous “pethaps cherishing a little bitteraess, Sand was sima ply
: well:
genuine and grea addition

and Seotland ‘hope to fave better?

ST |

this union

convéntion continually before the throne,
that the Holy Spirit may realize to all believers theif union in God (John 17: 21),
and completeness in their living head. And

tending to the case, and we don't belidve ‘it It is for us a most interesting fact that the

they pretend, fs tn Hopeless Hiffioulties since, issues oMblie press?’ NG ‘ong ean think of | ©elinga good mauy regrets.
disestablishment., Why should England |

IY TA

show

he
‘hourly, are siblewould seem to baye had a less reprehenmeans of

through the press made a_source

are urged, that there is room for a schools

its
TO

to

in the
Nature, in all ber such public and sweeping aetion
wonderful variety ; art,in some respects sur- premises. It may be that Minister Jay is the
passing nature ; science, with her countless | yrthallowed wretch that the General's letters
stores; history, biography, the news of the represent him to be, but at the same time

‘real and honest difference of opinion. ~ But among modern biographies of Irving's
drift fo,tgulp efore shay that" difference is ofily ‘such a8 besats eyery Washington, Wayland’s Judson and Life
ih, they migh
would allow us
them on to the question of the kind. It is always wise to of Lyman Beecher, we have SoA for

lish ‘vedire.

he

most have, how can they safely decide what
toread? True it is that evil is mingled
with the good almost éverywhere inlife,
The Nonconformists have no real
| ‘them.
grievances to parade, as the Irish | _hence our probation; but reason is given
There is but Tittle in their ‘whole plea, tak’ us, and other helps provided, that we may
ing the English as they are, that will awake make a proper choice. If we do wisely,
we shall, in our reading as in other things,”
any very deep interest. There is nothing
seek our own happiness and improvement,
| to arouse the indignation, to point protests, Nor need the task of selection
be my very
and to put fiecce menaces in the mouth of
of
a.
difficult one. . .,
"ind the valiant Texans havé it their own
mobs, such as have usually been’ the most
First then, wé say, read the Bible. The way. Which would indicate that there is
influential over those who make English wisdom of
the civilized World pronounces some strength in the movement.
- But what
laws. Solongasitisa simple theory in
it the best of books; it is read and spoken do they put
in the place of the old system ?
political economy, although urged in the
in every language, and is adapted to the It must be
some rare method of instruction
name of religion, and so long as Mr. Miall
deepest wants of the heart. No one ean if it can in any right sense take the place
of
is enabled to get no more aristocratic sup- afford tobe without
its instruction, its the one we suppose
they have overthrown.
port than he has at present, disestablishcheer,its consolation. It is sad to think, howOn what reasonable ground can a whole
ment may be safely considered to be a long ever,
that the reading of the Sacred Word State thus vote
itself inte ignorance? We
way in the future.
is perverted by multitudes, who make it a
hope Commissioner Eaton will give the
All this may be deplorable. 1t is, as most mere form
or penance, and so derive no
Texans a proper looking-after.
Christians look at the matter. But never- more
benefit from the exercife than the
theless, the facts hardly allow a more hope- Catholic
or heathen devotee. The Bible ——THE PUNCTILIOUS GERMANS.
It is reful view to be taken of it. No person who abounds in
the richest and sweetest pas- ported that the German government is disholds himself as one of God's free men,
sages. With what rapture does the little satisfied with MacMahon'’s address to the
can agree that political enactments have child listen to their
oft-repeated recital. French Assembly, and that it will not enter
any business with directing religious. wor- Pity that those impressions
at the dawn of into diplomatic relations with him until asship. That is subject to a higher law than life should so soon fade
away. They never sured that he means to adhere faithfully to
The worshiper must look with- would, were a right
men make.
course pursued. Let the treaty of Frankfort. We do not know
in his own heart, and not into the Parlia- this precious
volume be our constant ¢om- what need there is thus to insult MacMahon
mentary. law-bogks, fo learn forms and dupanion, of frequent, earnest resort, as a and France afresh. Must the Germans be
ties.
pleasure, and it would increase in interest assured every month that the French still
Mr. Miall, therefore, has the right of the
to us to the last. Such is the consider themselves bound by the treaty in
and value
matter. There can be but little doubt of experience of a host, indeed of all who question ? If ghey had changed
their form
that. 1M the end his motion, or at least the have made the trial. Then,
whatever you of government, it might be decent in the
spirit of it, will doubtless prevail. But at read or donot read, never neglect the Bible. conquerors to demand fresh assurances
of
present there is a discouraging apathy
Next to the inspired volume we place good faith. But this professes to be a conhanging about the whole: matter. Indeed, the hymn book.
Sacred truth has ever tinuation of the Republic. Is there any
the motion this year received a much less been nobly set fo poetry and music.
How reason then in expressing these suspicions
hearty support than it did last.
There exalted .the strains in, which Israel sang of treachery beforehand ? ~ At this rate,
' the
were only sixty-three, including tellers, their deliverane
eat thd Red Sea, “Hannah United States may be called on to renew its
who supported it,’ while three hundred and poured forth her
thank-offering, the psaim- fidelity to the treaty of Washington and to
fifty-eight opposed it. But last yéar ninety- ists gave utterance to the
communings of the results of the Geneva arbitration after
four members sustained the motion, while their hearts with God.
Sing praises unto edch presidential election. After all that
only two htindred and ninety-five opposed
the Lord, sing praises.. But motalonein Germany has exacted from the Frefich, it
it. The majority. against it las therefore the sanctuary, important and delightful as might
have been quite as magnanimous in
risen from two. hundred to almost three is this part of public worship. Poetey and’ her to wait for some signs of
broken faith
[tis stated that several mem- song are also for the family and the closet. before thus implying that they
hundred.
were un-

mméh trith God may see ih ud vifless
“ony | 'dlanses

fom Plead fora Sirtior fuih rb
mis ) to it that schools;
and. churches,
. and all
508 | Mp!
influence,
vm
a huma

which

made accessible to all.

we ‘assent, as he virtually does, to the first

Bertainly an. exellent mis-

People, in

| 8 erjes ol.epistles to the

be is an honest but highly indiscreet and
careless man. There is no doubt that in-

stains are proven.

hold the character unimpeached

fellgw-men 4lsq | believe, in | apd. sde that:

sion foreuch as

“base liars” and “contémplible villains,”
but he now |

Wendell Phillips, if is stated, ¥ill not

ure a great deal; but as long as he lect.
lives,
he will doubtless keep the lyceum plat
form
which he has done so much to ado,
Mys.

especially do they request that in daily prayer

PO

said, only substantiate the opinion general
ly held of Gen. Van Buren personally, that

A

the most

«dh toudh their ‘sympathies,
arts of the motion.
and justfind How
re- | would
sponses there, “if matters “fiot’
do that. 1t48

ROOK. “Here
1s

—

breast of John Jay, Minister, and oppresent allies may have been disestablished
erating
most venomously against him and
indeed when the triumph is proclaimed.
But the cause seems ‘destined to triumph |. his associates. And these letters, it may be

that is implied by Christian charity, let us

ily talked away by idle words.
: Buf’this only shows that the movement has
“No matter what people say, if the lost ground, and that it is therefore apparheart ' is- only true.”
Really, now, we ently farther from carrying than it was a
don’t believe it. We are only human so year ago.
po
long as we stay below, the stars, and we |. But the most earnest advocates of the
must make up our minds to ‘work largely motion still retain their courage.
They
by human methods. . What ‘matters it, if pretend to kmow mothing about failure.
God can look down through a cloud of
They claim the indorsement of the very
and; spotless spirits # ~Thatiis “well, 550.7 far

Mr. Miall

fabric of

nual motion to separate from State control
the English and Scottish churches,
His
motion covered the usual ground, and that
is, that the establishment by law of the
the reputation that is touched,
while the | churches of England and Scotland involves
character remains untarnished.
! a violation . of religions equality, deprives
But, practically, what is the difference ? | those churches of the right of self-governIt is only as our fellow-men believe in us ment, imposes on Parliament duties which
that we are able to accomplish much good | it is not qualified to discharge, is hurtful to
in this world. -Trjure the reputation, and | the religious and political interests of the
their faith is shaken ; and though the char- | community, and, therefore, ought no longer
acter be spotless, it is the same to them as | to be maintained.
though the evil marks were visible to the | These ‘seem to be among the strongest
eye.
Itis worth while, then, that we in- | reasons that can be urged for disestablishsiston a higher value for character, SO { ment, and ‘yet we doubt if the English are
that when once it bas seemed to be estab- | at present * very strongly persuaded by

of scandal to blow it over.

they will suéceed.

Christian life comes down by it. We may
not always be able to explain silence in a

fers no abatement of public confidence.

1t is to the last" clause of this last sentence that our thought has been particularly directed. It frequently happens that
a person’s character is his only valuable
possession. Tt always happens ‘that all his
other possessions are valueless without that.
Rob him of it, and he is despoiled indeed.
To be sure, itis often the case that it is only

Current Topies.

The danger in “sucha case motion is full of the spiritof the newer and
that be is the victim of an unhallowed ambetter era, and unless a miracle is wrought

is apparent.
>
But suppose, instead of that notorious case,

_

the difficulties there !

~i- GEN. VAN BUREN AND HIS ‘LETTERS.
Church free of State laws. Mr. Miall has
This chief of the U. 8. Commissioners to
a constituency, or he would not. reappear Vienna seemsto believe
that his defense lies
he had been at heart a true man, and his Jear after year in Parliament, If they vote
transactions ‘had
lacked a few of those for him, they also work for the cause in in letter-writing. Not only has he address“as

lecture entitled Now and. Then
, which,
next season, unlike:mest lecturers,
he will
not deliver now and then, but all
the time,

Plete in the will of God, to bear

of

elements which oblige us to stamp them

The Seript-

as follows :—Mr. Gough is to have
a new

themselves or others to be perfect and com-

is it more

We can not vet state the subscription price

nish them for the month of July.

though disestablishmentis responsible for

the Anferican literary orators.

But we meant valy. to present
the programme of lecturers for the comi
ng season,
It is made up from a printed slip,
and is

more

than each will make far himself all' other
choices.
Here is a: place for wisdom, for

But there is also this fact, that there is an
English sentiment in favor of making the

of 'S. S. Lessons, now appear-

ing weekly in the Star, and expect to fur-

ers whe have hitherto visited us cave
equal to

select wisely the books to be read, as to ov
tain suitable, teachers, ministers, civil ralers?
Let jt not he said that, afier all, each

than he latterly did tothe human.
But the
estimate that the Tofinite puts upon him
can not at present” change our own, for
we do not know what that estimate is,
To all intents and purposes he is to the
most of the world a bad man, But suppose

‘tional Series

sons excepted, not ene of the fore
ign lectur-

Mr. Par- [the

following letter, which explains

itself;

*

Christ, Free will

ed A ©

&

on

yi RR
al
A

bJ
1lg—

(

oy ra em
of
production,
Hall, Mercantile

Star a few

wives

and

too single women.

help us to some

extent.

éxtérior of “this” edifice preaches,
within,
L:
First

-

IS
osd Teal
wis
vR
the vestry opews to

z

Let us go

God.

This will

Last Sabbath, June 1, our

ry room and the pastor's’

pastor. bap.

he

us; a neat and

But: we need one

study. A basement

twenty-two to the church. Oar frequent acces.
sions Have taught us'to trust in God, and we are

|

much desire to do. ? Who

us'who can refuse

to contribute liberally

Just think

¥riday,

May

30,

with

the

cordiality with which the neighboring churches
and pastors welcomed this young church and its
paster-to their confidence and fellowship. This

was shown by the addressof cengratulation giv- |

en by Rev. Mr, Parker, of the Bunker-Hill

3 :

;

the Lord

hath

able to-answer these giiéstions but in part, and,
with many others, sought information respecting

=
‘
.
our brother.
"The following letter; written by Mrs. Cilléy in
reply to one addressed to her husband. a. year
_since, will answer the above inquiries, and will

our

insti-

chesen calling, that it is much

éasier

to

‘do

of God in behalf of our brother and sister in
their profracted. afliction, that the hand of the
Lord may abundantly sustain them and bring
Yours Truly,

Revivals, &c.
N.

H.

lowed the

:

May

25, five

othexs

intended

to

do

acknowledging
dear husband.

so,

three years

buried with Christ in baptism, and three had

ago.

But

unusually

continued

be

much

much regretted, for Mr. Cilley retains all his old

been baptized on a former occasion. Others
J

my

\
for remembering us, so far away.
Tt was a long time before I could give up the expectation,that my husband would again be able to
preach and labor in the Lords vineyard, and we
all hoped a change to this mild climate would
restore his health: There are none of our own
dear brethren or. people here, which we have

time

are expecting to go forward soon.

writing

ing to your kind letter, it was delayed month
after month, till now, we can not let the year go
by, without expressing our thankfulness to you

Baptist charch at
at this

in

of dizziness, and though he often spoke of reply-

evening

June 1st. twenty perwere

kindness

feeble for a long time, and complained

sons, many of whom were heads of [amilies,
Littleton. ' Seventeen

your

absent children even, since they returned north,

Com.

were added to the F.

week,

ed, at hearing from you. his old friend, and dear
brother in Christ, that T hoped he would be able
to answer your letter, himself, when in better
health, though he has not written a letter to his

8 asked the prayers of Christians, This
church believes in going steadily forward.
LirrLeroN, N. H.

present

He was ill in bed with fever, when your letter
arrived, not having been able to sit up for several weeks; but he was 0 cheered and comfort-

BiopEFORD, ME. There is a good degree of religious interest in the F. B.
church at Biddeford. On the first Sab:
bath in June, 11 were baptized, of whom 9
in the

the

sinee we received your good and most welcome
Jetter, dated April 23d, 1872. We did not think
then, so many months would pass away before

but: were prevented by sickness. Wanderers have come back and united again
with the church, so that we thank God
and take courage.
‘W. ROGERS.

were heads of families,
aud

April 20th, 1878]

It is just a year,

the ordinance of -bapTwo

Co., N, C,, ¢

DEAR BROTHER CAVERNO

fol-

tism, received the \right hand of fellowship
and united with thy
$trafford and Barnstead
church.

CALDWELL

‘| nation.”

B. MINARD.

attend

denomi-

for his own

affinities and preferences

:

able to

Fora while, he was’ sometimes

meeting with the Preshyterian or Metho-

Sun-

dist brethren, and to assist in prayer in the

day serviee, but he has never felt himselfable to

Ministers and Churchese
"Rev. W. fl. LYSTER, who has been pastor of
the F. B. church in Shipton" P. Q., for nearly
twelve years, resigned his charge fo take effect
on the. first Sabbath in May, he having received
and accepted a call from the Compton: church:
to become their pastor; into which office he was

“inducted on the second Sabbath in May.
aad

He has

fairly eominenced his labors, and finds that he
has assigned him ‘4 large and important field
already white for the hurvest. *
3
REV. R. L. HOWARD has‘ removed’ from Racine, Wis., to Fairport, N. X,, having accepted a
call to the pastorate of the F. Baptist church in
the latter place,

;

think I never heard his

and all but one were either present or past mem-

bers of the Institute. One was a graduate of
last year, and two are members of the graduating

The assemblage of people was very large,

and many things conspired to make the ‘oteasion
one of special interest. In the-aftérnoon, at the
extended

water, and both united in botebrit

_ supper.
people.

‘the Tord’s

Tt was a harvest day.

J. M., B.

bors.

wll

"

iy

"WASHINGTON, N. Y,, Q. M.

¥

The writexhavs

ing attended the last session of the, Washington

Q. M., thought‘it might be interesting to the

readers of ‘the Starto hear ‘a’ word from the
brethren: there.

The

nurse, my husband gets so nervous that

‘other things of interest wes the examination and

he does

not seem to get back into, his old habit and quiet
for some days, ard alittle company in the even-

ing exeites him so much he can not sleep.
But he does not: lege ‘his interest in his old
‘brethren and friends,or in his Denomination, He,
yejoices in their progress, and is thankful for all

the good that has come to them,

pleasant,

and

have

found many friends, but business has uot reviv-

and

ed bere, a8 thé people hoped, since the war,

our youngest son left here the 17th of this month,
The climate
to try some business at the North,
agrees with Mr. Cilley, and our son Clinton has
been very kind in attending to our comfort in
every way possible, but'my own health is not

good here, and for. that reason, I would like to
return north, and the more, as I wish very

our two younger
with us as long ‘as
for
us thank you
of us. We haye
pleasant meetings

we used to enjoy together.

noth, we shall hope to see you and

wife,to whom with yourself,

dear

deur brother,

- ADELAIDE, A;

§ aE

your

we

key 8

H, CILLEY.

200

Tite Charlestown KB. Church.
This church isi at'the eoprnér of
Tnion and Lawrence streets, om the/site ‘formor!y’ occupied by
the. Charlestown, Female. Seminary. The ens

trance is from the level of the ground, No dan.
ger {threatens limb and life at the threshold from
semi-circular

but
window over {he éntranee,~not obtrusive,

very beutiful,—shows in the center a crosd® and
crown, and on the margin the words ‘Freewill

ordination of Bro, E. H, Baldwin, to the, work Baptist church” Many, perbaps, would of wish
the
of the gospel ministry, The sermon was preach- they had doubled the comprebensiveness
But
ed by Bro, J. 6. Vanvalkenburgh. ' A
collection first ‘word by makingit only half as long,
be
was taken for Foreign Missions, smonititing to as for leaving it off altogether,=let it notloyal

$12.20.

The meeting

on Sabbath.

evening

was

The first anniversary.

mentioned! It must remain, the ensign of

of

the

were pointed out, and finally

the

aet

ment to legalize the use of Episcopal

Willers,

ark,

of the

3.4 Dow, North old}

the year ensu

Ww

pertaining to

No Sof

“

oger

and

those

from

the

West

the

Y. M. will

leave

the

Criticisms.

Parlia-

by

O, & R.

ments

the

Clerk.

The average annual receipts of the church

are over $50,000,000, ab8ut half of which is derived from’ collections and subscriptions, and
half from endowments and educational grants.
This money
is expended-for = the
clergy,

is more or less

poor. $15,000,000;

all other objects, $14,600,000, ‘There are 2. archbishops, 26 bishops, 70 archdeacons, 80 deaus,
canons,

minor

13,041

rectors

around each bottle.

not nse Centaur

cates

worm

N.

o'clock,

N. H ; fol.

Post

well divided into'tillage and pasturage: House with’
Ell, 1} story, all well finished ; good Barn and a new
Stable. Two excellent wells: ‘Beuring ovchavd.
i
Address, or call upon
a

|

RY
s “What

%

1s home” [See

C. W.. WINN,

+
Ditson’s new advertise:
:

UE

:

6m17

Ladies. The next time you buy a spool of silk be
sire and got the Kurekal 'T¢ is the best in the market, , Warratited to give:satisfaction. |

‘Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent for
thie Collin Solid Steel Plows. Kr terms, write to
CoLLINS\&

Office Addresses.
Manchester, N, kl,
Moe's
River, B. Q.

EAA

CO., 212 Water street, New York.
[J
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Jetters Recelved,

¢ Aldrich—D H Adams ~Baptist Union- J
Baker—E P
Bascom—dJ € Blanchard-E
Buckman-G W
Butier=\
A Brackett—J B Batchelder oH, Bacon—CiH
Burnham

3

ny pus

1 Rio

Cratty-

Coleman—8 Shopvelmd

\ | Phe « Centaur Liniment,” “Quaker Bitters,” and
« Vogetine,” advertided in another column of this
papery are. for sale by Wm. H, Vickery, wholesale
and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N, HH.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully

executed.
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Gi. H, RICKER.
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Streeter+—M

Stafford—L Smith—D stiles—B
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1 Tarte

8 Westeott—J

in

sheep.

:Stock-owners~
this

containing

liniment

ol

is

hope

and

courage.

I contin-

ued to take it every day, gaininZ more strength, until I was completely restored to health. The effect of
this remedy, in case of general debility, is indeed
i
marvelous.
ELIZABETH A. FOLEY,
21 Webster

Street, Charlestown, Mass.

May 3d, 1871.

A PERFECT

CURE.

;
CHARLESTOWN, June 11, 1861.
MR. H. R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir—This is to certify that VEGETINE made
a perfect cure of me when my attending physician
had J5onouncad my case consumption, and said I
could not survive many days.
MRS. LEDSTON, 85 Cook Street.
The facts stated by Mrs. Ledston are
personally
Juba UY me, and they are true,
A.D.
HAYNES,

SOME

OF

THE’

Latest and Best Books,
FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL LIBRARIES:
Branches of Palm...$1 50 The Log House....... 75
Will Philips. ssesess-s.] 50 Sturdy Jack.s...... aey 10
The Noble Printer....150 Striking for the Righ] 5°
Anna Maylie.eoe..soee 150 Silent Tom. ceersreesse Ww
Mystery of the Lodge.1 50 Old Stone House...... 150
Finished or Not....... 1 50 The Marble Preacher.1 50
JATT TOY re 150 Help tor 8.8. Concerts 1 00
Faithful, not Famous. 25 Wadsworth Boys..... 150

Fern Glen,....
Uncle Anthon

1256 Evening Rést.s...,..:150
125 Glimpses Through....1 50

Little TOSS. ...covaviss 125 Luck of Alden

«150

Ralph’s Possession...150
Marg’t
Worthington. .1 50
Golden Lines...+. «150
The Blount Family...1 50
Walter McDonald...
50
Grace Avery’s Influ’cel 50
Chronicles of Sunset
Mountaim:i.eoennnis 150

Sure,
or it
Pays..... .++1 50
Mark Churchilli......¥25
Sister Eleanor’s Broodl 50
EERE 150
Fabrios EE
Victory series Boys 6va 00
Victory series Girls 6v3 00

D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers, Boston.

rj'HE National Life Ins. Company of the United
States of Ameriea, chartered by Congress, is the
Teading stock, life insuranee company of the country,
and has the largest cagh capital of ang pure insur.
ance Soulpan of like kind in the world. It is thus
enabled to roduce its premiums largely. Indeed had
it charged the ordinary Mutual rates during’ the last
four and a half years, it would have received from
its patrons $1,250,000 mare than was paid it. Hon.
E. A. Rollins is President, and
Jay Cooke Chairwan Finance Committee. The
National has nearly
two dollars of assets to. every one of liabilities,
and on January 1, 1878, had a surplus of $1,157,
909.55. It" wants an agent in every locality where
it is not now represented, and, will give liberal and
continuous commissions to efficient and reliable
men. Address hranch ofiice, Philadelphia, where
1624
the business of the.company ig transacted.

“ Although this Publishing House is comparatively
a young one, in aulorprise and skill in the presentation of first-class books
it is excelled by none in the
trade.”—Episcopal Register.
h
At the commencement of their workof Publishing,
Messcs. D. Lothrop & Co. secured the services of
those very eminent gentlemen, Rey. Drs, Lincoln,

Day, and Rankin, ag i permapett rea ing committee.

The wisdom of

sourse

is. seen in the fact

that D. Lothrop & Co.'s Aublications

have

already

deservedly taken the foremost rank in Sundhy-school

literature. Watchman §* Reflector.
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Fur MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES!
Moth and

debility caused

Lotion.

*

THREE

tn,

IN ONE.

In all disorders-mildy acute or oh¥onie—,

J

Keep up tho strength and keep the bowels free...
Pr,
bi - i Blackheads and Flesh - "Phpte
Give & dorrective, laxative and tonic,
| proved Comedone and
¥
that combines the three, © +
by Pr. B: OPH
In ne pure medium:
skin medicine, Prepared only
Druggists
glorious;
bi
Braatologiet, 49 Bond st., NS Y. Sold by 83613
¢ U SELTZER ARERIENTis that medingi

Riche

Sickels-—Wm

-

Str: tients

D Hibbert

tle —Vie
Md -W Yhitacrer J H
Wolf—
laley—
0-H H Wallace—R
Woodwapd—
‘alker—W H Winslow—H A Wells—W B Williams—

E. N Wright—J White—L
Woolf—B F Zell.

send a circular

fe
Remedy,
PERRY'S

thy

kanes oo

will

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

8 Kin:

BO
(Pratt:

nk

frozen limbs,

Druggists
1t is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by
everywhere. Depots 49 Bond street, New York.

4)

Ww Yosh Sani
Soragn-if Rebun”
nan—A
La elotersC
othr M 8 ~
MW athot—W satu YER Minar wo

We

And TAN, use PERRY’S
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‘
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French—E © Flsher~L
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certifi-

EMPLOYMENT.

king, Orator; H.B, Wood, Poet. Music by Gilmore’s
Band; of Pawtucket.
Promenade Concert at 8

Farm for Sale
At W. Débanon, Me., containing Sixty Acres of Land,

¢ures, including

the

Iwas

sick from general

tion gave me renewed

are ren-

1000

remedy,

y over-work, want of sleep, and proper rest.

1862, I was

In the

. ILtried many rem:
Ww ery weak and much
edies without receiving. any benefit from any of
them, until I was persuaded to try VEGETINE. Before I had taken
this one week, my improved condi-

no article ever

than

blood

of the

Special Notices.

P. M., Address before the Philologian Society, bY

o’clock, P. M.

More

great

me.

Ivy Fennphaven........ 125
Sailing Orders. ........ 75
Book-:tall Boy ola sls wh 4 73
Castoria is more than a substitute tor Castor | IL, arry Conner’s Charge 60
A. Chilis Companion. 60
Oil. It is the only safe article in existence which is
certain to assimilate the food, regulate the bowels, Drifting Anchor....... 125
an in his Place 75
cure windscolie and produce
patural Sleep. It econ- Evel
tains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and is The Peacemaker...... 50
.. 50
pleasant to take. Children need not cry and mothers
. 50
Robbie's Pets. .
may vest.
{
bt20
75
Rubies
Home Sunshine....... 75
City of NOOross....... 90
|
Little Three-Year-Old 75

and vicars, and 5,706 eurates. England and lowed by a Poem, by C.K. Clarke, of thé class of '71.
Thursday, at 10 o'clock, A.M., Exercises of the
Wales are divided ibe 12,000 parishes; besides Graduating
Class, at the Tree Baptist church,
At 38
200 separate fields, known, ng. extrasparochial, o'clock; P. My Hixercises of ‘the ‘Alumni, G. T. Hop~
There are 14,100 churches and. chapels, and. the
working force of the clergy consists of 18,747,

as

the

Spring

Fi

worth yourattention, No: family should be without
Centaur Liniment. J.B. ROSE & Co., New York.

Tuesday, at 2 o’clock, P. M., Examination of Clagses. ' At 8 o'clock, p.M.,'Sermon before the Phillips
Missionary, Society, b Rev. J. A. Lowell, of Andover, Mags. ; followed by Prize Declamations.
Wednesday, at 9 o'clock, A.M., Examination.of
of Newmarket,

bites

EFFECT.

feel it a duty to acknowledge

great benefit it has done

spavined or sweenied horses and mules, or for screw-

Scituate, R, L.. June 17, 18:and 19, 1873.

C. Duwrgin,

VEGETINE, and

certificates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to any one requesting it. One bottle of the , yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is. worth one hundred dollars for

8. C: KIMBALL, Clerk.

Rev. D. W.

Liniment.

of remarkable

been received.

Lake Village, June 24, at 10 o’clook. A: M., to continue

At8

_MARVELOUS

chroni¢c-rheumatism, gout, running tumors, &c., have

Notice.

day.

It is selling

/

MR. H. R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir—I have used

before sold, and it sells because it does just what it
pretends to do. - Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain ox swelling degérve to’ suffer if they will

25,at Greenville,on

the

failed in this complaint.

Liniment will

poisonous

1
s

thenervous system, acts directly upon the
ions,
and arouses the whole system to action. It has never

residents
gghile itis a

Liniment.

walk,

i

like the VEGETINE.
It is nourishing and strengthening, purifies the blood, regulates tho bowels, quiets

consid:

dered harmless and the wounded are healed without
a scar. It is no humbug. The recipe ie published

BELKNAP Q. M. Ministers’ Institute will meet at

through

lame

Restores

In this complaint the good effects of the VEGETINE
are realized immediately after commencing to take
it; as debility denotes deficiency of the blood. There
is no remedy that will restore the health from debility

salf-rheum,; ear<ache, &c., upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, &oc., upon animals in
one year than have all other pretended remedies
since the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
all-nealing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their
the

the Blood and
the Health.

GENERAL DEBILITY.

its effects are marvelous. It has produced more
cures of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
' | sprains, swellings, ocaked-breasts, scalds,” burns

!

continned

you

not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no
lameness which it will not cure. This is strong language, but it is true. Where the parts are not gone,

Those.comint to the O. & P. XY. M. Ministers’ Insti-

Classes,

is

Company,

VEGETINE
Purifies

“successful in curing

prevalent, the Pain Killer

Centaur

'

Institute,

more

There 18 no pain which the Centanr

at 4 o’clock, P.

at Lapham

of the Craftsmen’s Life Assurance

No. 49 Sears Building, Boston, Mass.

most efficient remedy for pain, # is a pérfectly safe
medicine, even in unskillful hands.
Directions aecompany each bottle.
Sold by all Druggists.
4621

J. W. HILLS, Clerk.

WEEK

it one fair trial and

ered by the natives, as well as European
in those climates, @ sure remedy; and

M., June 20. Rev. Dr; Calder, formerly missionary
to China, will be present and will lecture at Granville, Friday evening, June 20, and at Canton, Saturday evening, June 21. Due the Y. M. from the Owe:

ANNIVERSARY

EDWIN TILDEN,
Attorney, and General Agent for Magsachusetts

It is recommended

the various kinds of CHOLERA than any
other
known remedy, or the most skillful physician. In
India; Africa and China, where this dre
1 disease

crutches,

two days.

Give

has, without doubt, been

SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. will hold its next session
with the Granyille church, Bradford Co., Pa., June
20--22, ‘one mile east.from the West Granville station on Northern Central R. R., about midway between Elmira, N. Y., and Williamsport, Pa. A general attendance is earnestly requested. from all parts

is

world.
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I would not be without it for ten times its cost.

would not be without it for ten times its cost.
It 1s an External and Internal Remedy, For Summer Complaint, or any other form of bowel disease
in children or adults, it is an almost certain cure, and

.
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in the

ITS COST!

to the spring and summer seasons.

to

wide world.
Its large
positive evidence of its

June 17, at 1

TIMES

1 believe it to be not only of great value for restoring the health, but a preventive of diseases peculiar

reme-

materials, safe

TEN

The great benefit I received from the use of VEGETINE, induces me to give my testimony in its favor.

enduring fame. We do net deem it necessary to say
much in its favoras one small bottle will do more to
convince you of its efficacy than all the advertise-

, MATNE WESTERN Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
will be held with the Portland church, commencing
June 17, at 9 o’clock, A. M.
322
L. H. WITHAM, Clerk.

tute by R. R., will be met, June’

FOR

ing its usefulness over the
and increasing sale affords

its next session

Esq.,REV. H. F. WOOD,
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years—the average life
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er a public trial of thirty
of man—it stands unrivaled

Hillsdale College.
The Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees will
be held at the * President’s Room’’ in the college
buildings, on Monday, June 16, 1873, at 2 o’cloek, P.
M.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. & Treas.
illzdale, Mioh., May 16, 1873.
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best
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the residence of B. C. Paine,
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$514.85

keep and to use in every family.

er Meeting ? Opening address by S. H. Jhappe 1
followed by diseussion on, What is the point o
Tergency towards which Christian Churches are tend:
ing in Doctrine and Practice ? Opening address by O
Blake, followed by a Discussion. Essay,by Rev. M.
H. Abbey. Subject, Rules of Biblical Interpretation, followed by eriticism. Essay, by Rev. G. B.
Page,—subject,
The Origin of Evil. All other ministers belon
to the Y. M. are earnestly requested
to. present sketches of sermons. Thursday evening
be given to the discussion of 8S. school top-ic Opening addresses
upon questions will be confined to fifteen
minutes.
ach
topic to have but cne
hour for discussion.
Com.

g0 Q. M., $25.40.

the
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In Barnstead, May 24, by Rev. W. O. Carr, Sewell
Clark and Ella Clark, both of B.
In Winslow, Me., June 2, by Rev, C. F. Penney, at

hy Dhysiclans and persons of all classes, and to-day,

Institute.
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dy, from the fact that if gives immediate and permanent relief. It is a purely vegetable preparation,
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This celebrated medicine has won a deservedly
high reputation as ‘an alleviator of pain and a preIt has
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The Ministerial Institute connected with the Ohio
& Pennsylvania_ Y. M. will be held at Salem,
Penn., June 27. Introductory
sermon, Wdenesday
evening , June 25, by Rev.
M. H. Abbey. Thursday
morning, prayer meeting, at 8 o’clock. Discussion,
Denominational Life: Opening address,—Rev. A.
Dick. Hssay,—by Rev. B.
F. Herrick; subject, Op-

ional,
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Ella L. Jacobs, both of W, Ww. By the same, May
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A friend,

ST. DAWRENCE Y. M. will hold its next session at
Dickinson, June 27—29. I wish to. say that La
furnish return passes free over the R. W. & O
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Palestine Grove, Ii,
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rairie Cenier, 111,

Teams will meet the 5 o’clock, P. M., trains on Thursday and Friday.
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The Congress of the Evangelical Alliance, held
at Brighton, England, had under discussion ther
subject of occasional interchange of
pulpits
among Orthodox ministers of the gospel.
Dur-
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Shaw 8 A B Dewolf 5, T'Gray, 2, Inlet
rove,
Ill, per H 8 Limbocker,
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Meeting Ministers’ Conference and Business Conference, held in ’ Byron, commencing June 26, will be
met at Byron Station with teams, on Wednesday
eveniog, at half past 7 o’clock, the 25th. On ThutsFriday and Saturday mornings, on the arrival
day,
of the 9 o’clock trains from the
East and West a
stage will be found to convey delegates directly to
the church. Those coming in the afternoon, Tharsday and Friday, from the East, will arrive at 2:40,

as to the progress and success, thus far,of the en-

ing the debate,
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6.00 P.M, train from Boston leaves Dover for/Portland at 8,15 P. M.

J Eddy
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At 7}, P. M., Concert

Lyndonville, Vt.; June 4, 1873.

Easter Sunday, and was noticed by an interesting sermon frog the Rev. H. R. Waite, the pastor, who also made very encouraging statements
terprise.

,
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SFr, pathyer Mass,if
At 7} P. M., Class exercises,.

in

ment has the approval of Mr. Spurgeon, Mr,
Charles Reed, M., P., and other well known gen
tlemen.
:

American Union church in Rome

Examination

3d. To act upon any other business

:

lating the sanctity of the Sabbath.

George H. Ball, D,D.,

‘A full attendance is requested. Ww. 4

The partial success of the English Sunday
League in securing the opening of National Museams, &c.,on the Sabbath, for the benefit—so
claimed=of the working classes, has“ledto a
number of efforts on the part of friends of the
Sabbath to counteract the secularization of the
sacred day. Among them is one having for its
object to arrange for cheap and well-ordered excursions on Monday, that the working classes

i
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GON

Rats
ERT,
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the interests of the Institution.

triumph

may obtain all necessary recreation without
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rridgewock, Union. Me, per K A Davis,
2nd. To seé if the Corpotation will vote to change '
the time of holding the Palons Meeting from the TF White and wifey volga City. Towa,
Oya,
sister,
x
June
of
month
the
to
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month

Commencement exercises at Dartmouth from
the 22d to the 26th of June,
Two Brooklyn ¢hurches, one a Methodist and
the other a Reformed, have raised very generous collections to help the Lee Avenue Baptist church redeem their house of worship, lately
sold under the hammer.
.

If we should return

meetitiy | ‘was one’ ‘of’ stairs exposed to the weather.

interest aud profit. Thera: was much business
dore in harmony and with dispatch. Among

comes

over to see us with his wife and. ehildren and

(dW
st |
both send kindelovey:
REV. 8. MOKBOWN,of No: ‘Arison, Me., has
«Ever Truly Yours,
w dit

receiyed and accepted a ‘unanimous call to the
pastorate of the Elm Street:church of | Manchoster,N. H,, and wlil,enterat onge; upon his: las

I notice

for

any public gathering, very : often,’

that when/even our san, Clinten = Albert,

to

Tt was a marked day td both padtor and

full of

and

trust, ad they now are. Bub I fear he will never
be able, in the futuré, to bear the excitement of

much to make a home for
boys, and enjoy baviug them
seyen in behalf of the Free Baptist church in this
| we ean, And nowagninldet
place, and to one in behalf of the church, at West,
all your kind remembrance
Scituate. Both churches were present at the never forgotten you, and the

church, the hand of fellowship was

and

so. tender

prayers

touching, so pathetic and pleading,

| ‘We find the country here

:

NORTH ScrTuAty, BR. 1.) It was’ my privilege
to baptize eight last Sabbath, June 1, Three of
these were young men and five young, women,

clags,

I often

preach, though often requested to do so.
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If F.B. parents will truly seek

General.
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RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

A, CAVERXO.

.

Lyndon Literary: and Biblical; Institution will be
veland Q M, 0, per R BRby Walters
held in the Chapel of the Instifution, atLyndon Cen- | Auburn, 0: 0,
ter, on3 Tuesday, July 1, 1878, at 10. old ie, 4.7 1 fn || Chagrin Falla
N
« Mass,

to teach their children to love the truth as it is
in Jesus, and the moral well being of the:world
above money, and will educate them in their
own institutions, much more than this will be
possible before many years.
VIATOR.
.|

them out of all their trouble,

Dover, June 3, 1873.

Belkin

Band, and Miss Adeiaide Phillips.

PERSONS

manded now.

the

will of God than it is to suffer it,
Allow me to bespeak the prayers of the people

will

The

in Boston,
The attempt ought to have been
made long ago, it is still more imperatively de-

tutions of learning, Bro. C. expresses the truthful sentiment, now that he is laid aside from his

Farr,

i J pak

Yand at 10.45 A. M,

12.30 p. M, traiu/from Boston leaves Dover fort Portland at 3.05 P.M.
3.30 p. M. train from Boston leaves Dover, for Port6.17pm.
P

"Education Society.
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‘ Lyndon

loves a cheerful giver, and

of God they may soon=chieve a similar
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So

Pp. M., Baccalaureate ex-

1873.
Lewiston, June.3,
-

3. What has been done in Charlestown may
be done elsewhere.
Let men from -F. B. families and schools now combine,und by the blessing

ber Bro. C. #ts one of ‘our most sucéessful pastors

a June

V

helped

‘of God,

oh
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¥, June 25, Commencement. At 7§, P. M.,
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not many years since, and Mrs. C;, who was’ no
less successfulas a teacher in some of

and up,
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June 22, at 2},
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been consecrated to the worship

be read no doubt with much interest by, their
many New England friends, who will remem-
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s
Oration
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Thursday,

makes such happy in giving, and happy in the
results of their giving.
2. Christian schools of learning have a vital
connection with the planting
and power of
churches.
Had no such institution of edueation
as that at New Hampton, existed in 18556—60,
no such church as above described would have

been

recently I have

Until quite
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7.30 A. M, train from Boston leaves Dover for 8. B.
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W, Tuesday, June 24, at 8, A. m., Annual Mosting of
President
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A few inferences, suggested by a very
pleasant interview with this pastor and people, are

Ta the Editor:~Inquifiésfire often made re-

respond to a call to this work: just now ?
C. O. Lissy, Cor. See.
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Commericement at Bates.

one feature of these exercises, viz.,

J. M. DURGIN, Clerk of Council.
BD. P. Cilley.
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candidate.

specting Elder Qilley, Bis:
health, whether he is able

their

who

Austin; ‘who ‘was | send

tist church, apd by the remarks of Rey. M.
Trafton,of the M. E, church,
The sermon of the pastor, Rev. W. F. Eaton,

Rev.

burdens are lightened.
.
We did not think of writing so much
when we commenced, but our heart was
so full that itcould not very well be kept
back.
So the #thopeful” makes up the
first part and the ‘‘urgent” the latter part.
But where are the men to be found?
Are there not as.many as two or three in
the ministry, or just entering it, who will
and

unable

us.”

against God to longer neglect her. We
are mot sure but all our missionaries need
help nearly as much as this sister. . Of this
we are sure, they are laboring to their ut-

I, send me,”

usual services,

ers, F,

Cencord,N. H.
.
Pb.
#1 SNetice.
‘
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Tov. 8. 1. Rogers ma in Be koh Soba with | ey
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and prayer, by Rev. J. B. Higgins; Sermon, by
Rev, A, D. Smith; Oedaining prayer, by Rev.
J. Rand ; Charge, by Rev. J. M. Durgin; Hand
of fel lowshbip, by Rey, J, M. Park; Address to
the church, by Rev. E. True; Benediction,by

help be afforded? It would be a erying sin

say, “Here am

This occurred on
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Hymn by Rev. J. Malvern; Reading Scripture

and no

most, and must soen wear oul unless
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lowing order, to the work of ordination :
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unrewarded,

to listen
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THE DEDICATION,

ence ofa large audience, proceeded, in the fol

of it,ye lovers’of God and of

unrequited. and,

J. Pi Hilton, and’Mr.0. ‘0.

Christian experience,
call to the ministry, and
the examination for ordination of Bro. E. W.
Ricker, of said ehurch, all of which being highly
satisfactory, at 1, P, M., the council, in the pres-

missions. This lone woman and widow,
while still mourning the loss of her companion, andin feeble health, takes up as
best she can the entire work at Balasore,
and yet every now and then is off for Bhudruck, to see that the work there in charge
of a native woman, and the Christian
go

M.,

bt

‘Notices and Appointments,

The whole was

foreman of the work.

A council met with the Free Baptist church in
Alton, 8rd inst., at 10, A.

E

designed by the pastor; with thé assistance of Mr. itn evn. ny P. "0" address. He i please
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Ordination.

to.aid this werk? Or, rather, is there ‘any
who.can refuseto contribute, and by “such
neglect prevent their going to the Santals?
Then
we need a missionary and: his
wife with a lady teacher to occupy Bhudruck. The field here has been opened for
immediate occupancy
by sister: Smith.
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to suggest any improvement,

death will be widely lamented,

is there. among

American
Jrowe
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(rom. that station; and sent into the jungles
among the Santals, where they long to be Bites Theological sehooly died in Parishville, N.
sent. Shall not their longings be gratified Y., May, 20,aged 27. ‘We have no farther particuand they permitted to do the work they ‘so lars. He was s'young man of promise, and, his
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387 Washington street, Boston,
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“more man and his ‘wife. and perhaps ‘one
frescoed. Just
back of the. pulpit.
is, a circular
more single, woman, as much as we need expecting large things from on high.
window of stained glass, with, a descending dove
those already voted. One ‘man aud bis.
The Elm Stréet eburch ard manfally struggling
cand have invited Rev. 8, in the center, On the front of the pulpit, which
wife must be had for. Balasore, another fora better e
isof walnut, appear against a background of
MeKeown,
of
Mey,
to
their pastor...
couple and a single woman for Midnapore, | Our cause in general hecome
in this city is gaining ‘white ‘curled maple, two ¢herubim with wings
with Bro. Bacheler; that James L. Phillips, ground.
wife and sister may ‘at ence be excused
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manufacturer’s prices—at Crowell’s
887 Washington street, Boston.

below contains the furnaces,a kitchen and a ball
for social purposes. The audience room is’ fin-
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a

Harry did not pay much attention "to the
prayer or singing, but when the text was
given out he started ; his face flushed and
his heart beat rapidly, as

rr

——

1s worth its weight in gold?
You can’t imagine? well,

ot

Ask mother—she can tell!

is

He was sure

dear,

what-

was

of the Psalmist, ¢ What is man, that thou
art mindful of him?” Yes, it was no

wonder that he said so, but he didn’t want
God to be mindful of him, Then he could
do as he pleased. But what was the use of
feeling so? Of course he knew it was a fear-

‘Who is the grandest king,
Or queen; or anything
That may be great or high?

ful thing to

be

-against

God,

but

he

had

- "| never done anything very wicked, and
didn’t care if he had promised Frank;

‘Who wandered from the sky
The best of girls or boys,
To be her joy of joys?
You guess—the baby? well,
Ask mother—she can tell!

he
he

should not go with him to the pond:

»r

Trifles.
EE

do we speak of a * little thing,”

is a tender, loving

ing the fair hair from off the heated

* No.”

was

‘¢ Is Willie Thurston gloomy ?”

The smallest seed in the fertile ground

saying, but oh, Harry thought, he is
near me.
But then, I'm not one of

not
His

Is the germ of a noble tree;
The slightest touch on a festering wound,
Is it not agony?

children. He could go to him, God was
asking him to come.
He wished he were

father,

and

very

‘What is a trifle? A thoughtless word,
Forgotten as soon as said!

But, determined to think no more about
it, Harry opened his book and commenced
reading resolutely, notwithstanding Allie’s
gentle whisper, *‘ Harry, I'll tell papa if
you don’t shut your book up, it is wicked,”

a Christian,

Perchance its echo may yet be heard
When the speaker is with the dead.

That thoughtless word is a randpm dart,
And strikes we know not where;
It may rankle long in some tender heart—

Isita trifle there?

May plunge us headlong in.
One light temptation, and we may wear

;

minister gave out the closing hymn.
Frank made his way to Harry’s side

and

said, ¢“ Just wait here a few moments

until

Drops of water are little things,

Bat they form the boundless sea;
Tis in little notés the wild bird sings,

Hn

This world is but little, if rightly weighed,
And trifling its joy or care;
But while we linger beneath its shade—

There are no trifles here.
The lightest burden may weigh like lead
On the faint and weary soul,
In the uphill path it perforce must tread,
Before it reach the goal.

BY

“Don’t

MAUD

desire to love him.”

How

for

her

little

companion

her to their
:

those

Rough, full

boys
of fun

come

loved
and

into

their

the

teacher.

mischief, almost

rude, they always listened to her slightest
word, and I think there was not a. boy
among them but would have given his
bright, young life, so full of hope and joy,
for her sake, if Such a

sacrifice

were

re-

How lovingly she talked with them, and
as, in the course of the lesson she quoted

STANTON.

go to Sabbath school to-morrow,

Hal. Joe Thornton and Will Ingalls wanted me to ask you to meet them at the pond,
and they will take us out in their new

sail-

boat; say you will go,” and Frank Ramsdell looked pleadingly into Harry's face.
¢¢ But, Frank, what

should go, and father
wouldnt I catch it?”

an

idea ! Suppose

should

find

Sunday school, and as for its being

to

such

it out

a

to

be, I don’t believe it, and I wish you would

go, for if yeu don’t I shan’t.”
* Why, Frank, my going need not make
any difference to you. Besides, I should
be afraid that I should be drowned,” Harry

-answered frankly.
declare,

Hal

Morseman,

I

never

thought you were a coward.”
¢ I rather think it wouldn't be safe for
you to call me one,” Hal answered hotly.
‘¢ Well, of course T'll not quarrel with
you Hal, but if it were any other day,
would you be afraid? wouldnt you want

to go?” and Frank

tuned

his

flashing

sick,”

said

Frank,

as he noticed Harry's pale, troubled countenance. ** His little sister said he was.”
The bright color leaped to Harry’s face
‘“ I am

not

trouble

sick,

and

1

yourself about-

me.”

* My dear boys,” the teacher said gently,
* you are young and enjoy life ; everything
seems bright and hopeful to you, but did
you ever stop and think there 1s a day coming when all these will be taken from you ?
Think of the blessings you enjoy ; have you
ever felt grateful to God for them? You
may think that you have never done anything very wrong; you have never been
guilty of swearing, of breaking the Sabbath,
on the whole, you have been quite good
boys. You are not on the side of God.
Satan says, ‘ I will not trouble you as long

as" you remain contented with yourself.
You are the best workers in my army,
although you imagine you have nothing in

black eyes on his companion.
“¢ Of course I should, and I guess I will
go to-morrow. It does look babyish to stay
at home because you are afraid your fa-

common with me, for others say, *‘ look at
those boys, they. are not Christians, yet

ther will punish you, or that you will get a

fied,” Do you not see how fearful a thing.
it is to be against God, and how much bet~
ter to be in Christ’s army ? Will you not give
your youth to God ”
;
Much more she #aid to them, and when
the school closed she said to Harry :

ducking. I'll go, Frank.”
** Good for you, Hal! Wait until your
father leaves church, then we will start and
go by Nobbjy’s bridge, and not a soul will
see us,”

4

“ I do believe Hal is

wish you wouldn’t

know-

He doesn’t stop

dreadful thingas our folks make

#1

the text of the morning, Harry asked
abruptly, “ But is that text in the Bible?
Did Christ say it?”
is
¢ Certainly, Harry, you will find it in
Matthew 12: 30,” she answered.

as he answered,

““ I'm sure there is no need of his

ing anything about it.

I

it out,

The boys then separated, and Harry
found on reaching home that his father had
gone to his uncle’s and would not return
until nine o’clock.
“I guess I'll go up stairs,”

rectly after tea.

he

said

di-

‘* I am rather tired.”

“ But ain't you going to learn your
Sabbath school lesson?” his little sister
Alice asked.

“1 can learn it fn the morning in three
minutes,” he answered.
;
* What possessed her to ask me that

question
P” Hal said to himself, forgetting

‘“ Ought you to love God, Harry P"
“ Yes, I know, but I can’t see him.

day,” she said as she passed them.

‘¢ There is no help for it,
class,” Harry said, shortly.

of Example.

quiet

I wish I were like him.”

er, I don’t want to love him.”

quired.

Force

‘ Yes, mother, he is graver, more

for years; but, hush, here comes Miss
Stephens,” Hal answered.
* Iam glad that my boys are all here to-

room.

The Family Circle.

Is that the difference, Harry ?”

of his own,

Your father is taking

took her hand and hastened

Thou shalt be great in heaven.

is different

Hall, isnt it too bad?

we are not told,

Cease, then, to speak of a ¢ little thing,”
‘Which may give thy brother pain;
Shun little sins; less haply bring
The greater in the train.
Seize each occasion, however small,
Of good which may be given,
So, when thou hearest thy Master’s call,

he

your father leaves, then we will go.—Why,

rosy red, while Harry looked so pale and
wretched, that Allie stopped and said,
“ Why, Frank Ramsdell, you are just as
handsome,—only you look so cross,” then
turning to Harry she continued, *‘ I knowed
you was sick, and you look real white, but
now your face is getting red, and I guess
you are going to have the scarlet fever.”
What more the little girl would have said

Holds many a parent’s heart.

but

than the rest of us. But then, I should be
if I were an orphan ; and he is brave, for
he saved little Willie Evans's life at the risk

«It is too bad, I think it is real mean,
there,” and Frank's cheeks grew so deep a

Little voices, now scarcely heard,
In heaven shall bear their part;
And a little grave in the green churchyard

gloomy,

how well they are spoken
our life as well as they,

of.’

we

_‘ Will you walk home

If we live

shall be

with

satis-

me Harry ?

I should 1ke to talk with you.”
And Harry replied, ‘* Thank you, but I
promised to go with Frank.”
‘ God bless you Harry, and teach you
to decide this question which I know is
troubling you.”
“ Well,

Hal,

are

you

going?”

Frank

asked as he joined him.
* No. . I can not go after such a sermon
has been preached to us.”
Toi

*1 did not hear the sermon, but I heard
what our teacher said, and

I do not wish

,
_ that he had studied
his own lesson and to go myself.”
They walked ou in silence until they
heard Allie recite hers ever since she could
remember, and it was nothing strange that neared Frank's home, when Harry spoke :

He

seems a great distance from me, and moth-

*¢ Let us pray that he will

’

grant

you a

** But, mother, I do not wish to do

that.”

‘ Have you nothing to thank God for,
Harry ? Do you care nothing for your parents 7
“ Mother, mother, I do thank him. I
know that God is good. And if I were
sent away from him forever, I would say
that he was good ; that he did all he could
for me, gave me dear parents, and that .if
I would, I might have given my heart to
him, for he was waiting to receive me, and,
I’m not sure;

their old friend, shrieking with fear, and fly- to use only as a medicine; but

clambered down inside
no nuts could he find.
at the root, and some
the last of them,
for Liv, Av would have
J iliam
and

mother, but I think I do love

him. I wish I were.his child, but T am not
worthy, I have sinned too long against
him. Where is he? I can’t see him. O
mother!”
‘¢ Harry, kneel with me while I pray.”
And then that gentle mother’s voice sent
up a petition to God asking that he would
teach him how to love him, and that he
would send his spirit to Harry that he
might be born again into his kingdom, and
at the close of the prayer Harry said,
¢¢ Father forgive me for Jesus’ sake, and
teach me to love thee. I want to be with
thee. O Father, do not cast me off. Blessed Jesus, I can not let thee go until thou
dost bless me. O my Saviour, I do thank
thee.”
;

There 18 a society in London, known as
the Society of Arts. Its object is the encouragement of talent in the departments

ofart.

sometimes to painters for their pictures,
nd sometimes to humbler artisans for imrovements in weaving,or in the manufacture of bonnets, lace, ete.
‘
More than half a century ago, a little fellow named William Ross,
elve years

of age, was talking with: his mother about
an exhibition of paintings at the society’s
rooms. William was very fond of paint-

ings, and could himself dra¥ and color with
remarkable skill. “Look you, William,”
said his mother, “I saw some paintings in
the exhibition, which did not seem to me
half as good as some of yours.”
“Do you really think so, mother ?” asked
he.
“I am sure of it,” she replied. *I saw
some paintings inferior, both in color and
drawing, to some that are hanging in your
. chamber,”
William knew that Jris mother was no
‘I

have

a

mind

to

ask permission to hang one or two of my
paintings on the walls at the next exhibition.”
“Why not try for one of the prizes?
asked his mother.
“0! mother, do you think I should stand
any chance of success ?”
‘ ‘Nothing venture, nothing have I'” said
his mother.
‘You can but try.”
“And I will try, mother, dear,” said

William.

“I have a historical subject in

my head out of which I think 1 can make

picture.”

a

:

“What is it, William?"

“The” death of Wat Tyler.

You

have

heard of im?
He led a mob in the time of
Richard the Second.
He behaved insolent-

ly. before the king at Smithfield, and

as if to intimidate the old tower.
“Why? What evil have I doné to-thee,

paper warehouse in a neighboring city, with
§ strong smell of stale tobacco and whis-

“You proud, uplifted, stony, hard-hearted thing, you shall be laid low. How dare
you raise your towermg head above the

log, any time after 10 o'clock in the morning), you would find the swollen purple
face of what had once been a handsome

was

town?

How dare you sing songs high. up young man, but there was little hope that

near mid-heaven with those nosy bells “of bleared eyes or thick tongue would give an
yours?

intelligent answer.

One flash from my quiver, and you

shall lie a
“Friend
‘tis true ;
me; that

heap of ruins.”
storm, please listen. I am high,
but it is that all men may look to
I may.convey the aspirations of

my earth-born family

nearer

heaven;

I want you

Harry said.
““Itold you that
gloomy Christian you
congenial friend than
it. Good-by, Hal. I
ue to be happy.”

to

love

him,

house and shut the door,
a

riod of the action best fitted for a picture,
and to group

when you became a
could seek a more
I should be. 1 meant
hope you will contin-

© “O Frank!” but Frank had entered
toward church,

too,”

the

so Ifarry (urned

bitter sorrow

with

his

joy.
That was many years ago, and last Sabbath as the Superintendent of our school introduced a young minister that had been
supplying the pulpit for our pastor during
the day, telling them that he wished to talk
to them, I did not recognize wy friend
Harry Morseman, until he told the children

the

figures

in attitudes

most natural and expressive.

the

Many times

did little William make a sketch on paper,
and obliterate it, dissatisfied with his work.
At times, he almost despaired of accom-

plishing anything that should do justice to
the conception in his mind. But after
many failures, he completed a sketch which

he decided to transfer to canvas.
He now labored diligently at his task, and
took every opportunity to improve himself
in knowledge of colors and their effects.
At length the day for handing in his picture
arrived. He then had to wait a month be-

’

P—

The porters passing by

aside,

but not

roughly.

The time had been when he had been a jolly, generous young fellow and a favoritein
the office. ‘“Young
i» some dng

would give you his history in five minutes:

that

souls.l

y

nal salary and suffered him to hang about

Ta

the house lest he should take to worse courses than drinking.” There were hints, too,
of a widowed mother, away off in the coun-

“And is that thy mission? Is there no
pride in thy heart ?” said the cloud, a little
softened.
“No, friend! My pride is that all men
should look beyond me ; that when you and
I are gone, they shall live forever.”
While the steeple spoke, the cloud began
to weep. Its aspect became changed, and
its anger faded away, and amidst swiftlyfalling tears, it smiling said; *‘O steeple,
blessed being! In anger I came to destroy
thee; but your kind answer has turned
away all my wrath, and I weep as a child.”
By the side of the steeple was a lightning
condactor, which silently: and unassumingly

try, who had been dependent on him, and a
sweetheart,

a

pretty,

clinging

little girl,

both of whom long agohe had abandoned.
Bat there was nothing to be dome. The
end, through the usual horrors of delirium
tremens, was apparently not far off.

One day, as Rodgers was creeping to the
nearest bar for his morning bitters, a man,
whom be barely knew by sight, took him
by the elbow and

walked

with

him

into a

quieter street. - “They tell me you are Rich-

ard Rodger’s son,” he said. ‘Dick Rodgers
was the only friend I had for years, and for
converted the storm into a genial shower. his sake I'd like to save his boy. Are you
How much can be done by a little thing. willing for me to try?” *‘Oh, you can try,”
A little prayer, a tiny whisper, a heaven- muttered the lad with an imbecile laugh.
born sigh, is more potent than the sword of This nameless friend, nothing daunted, took
the warrior or the boon:ing cannon. ‘‘Bles- him to a chamber in his own house and put
sed cloud!” said the church; ‘‘to-morrow him to bed, There he and his sons kept
drew off the electrieity from the cloud,

the townsfolk will look upward

and

and thank

watch and guarded this poor wretch,

God for this refreshing rain."—B. Godfrey.

Different Kinds

of Eyes.

fully grown codfish.
Flies have immovable eyes. They stand

out from the head like half an Soper
ceedingly

prominent.

Instead

of

hein gl

for

months, like a prisoner, keeping liquor from
him, and trying to supply it by medical
treatment. A physician he employed, but
he was not able to pay for a nurse. Any

one who bas had to deal with a victim of

mania-a-potu can guess how difficult and
loathsome a task he had set himself.
Ungrateful enongh it wasat first, for Rodgers
struggled against his tormentors with the
ferocity ot—just what he was—a starving
animal. As reason began to return and his
unnatural strength to vanish, he would beg

them in his intervals of reason not to fail
him, but to work out the experiment either
to success or death. “It is my last chance,”
he would cry; ‘‘for God's sake be patient.”
This friend, with his son, did

work

and the end

tut

it out

through all the foul, unmentionable details,
was

not

death,

success.

“How soon,” asked a friendof Rodgers afterwards, ‘‘were you trusted alone #” ‘Not

for two years,” he answered, laughing.
was out of jail but in jail bounds.

‘I

Do you

remember that lank, muscular young fellow
who had a desk beside me in the office ? He
took it with the condition that he could
leave it to dog me night and day, to my

meals
and to my bed.
the man

who

saved

That
was the son of

me.

He

was

taken

from a Incrative situation in order that he

might become my jailor. God bless him!
How I used to curse him! ‘Can't you trust

my honor?

Iwould

ery.

‘I'm not con-

vinced that your hono: has mot the consumption,’ the Scoteh-Irishman would say.
‘We'll put not burdens on it until it has re-

gained its health.’

“Your friend was a wealthy man, no
doubt; and so able to give both time and
number of facets, resembling old .1shioned money to your case?” “On the contrary,
glass watch seals each one directing the he is but the owner of a small hat-store, and
light directly to the optic retina. That ex- supports his family out of that. He is rich
plains why they can not be approached th or noble ouly in the deed and spirit of friendany direction without seeing what is com- ship.” * All this was years ago. Rodgers is.
ing.— Mail,
now ap industrious, honorable man, married
4
smooth hemispheres, they have av immense

A Noble Art.

v

to his old love, with his gray-haired niother
by his hearth, bringing to it the perpetual
benediction

Once I remembered

among

of benignant

old

my

were unflagging; whose very presence
was a sunbeam. This lady talked often
of her art. When praised for any striking

course of action, she would reply with a
touching simplicity, * Yes; I learned that

age.

His
nor

has
for
g

and do likewise P— Tribune.

-

It Is Better.
Sm
-__ aon

O

Better to wear a calico dress without trimming, if+it be paid for, than to owe

from my art.”
As a child, I often wondered what this the shopkeeper for the most elegant silk,
art could be;
wing older, I set myself cut and trimmed in the most bewitching

| the prize of a silver palette for the best his- to find out. '[f
was not the art of music,
torical picture was awarded to the painter passionately
fond as she was of that divine
1 4
the child should
tell her mother that shef * Idon’t want to be against God. I
of the piece entitled, ‘“The Death of Wat
guessed Harry was sick,
* for he spoke ‘must decide one way or the other—’
art, and on so lofty pedestal as she placed
A frog sat by a clear powd admiring his Tyler.”
a
it; for, being somewhat at home withinits
cross and didn’t hear my lesson.”
“0 Hal! Don’t you seek religion. 1 reflection in the water, ‘Dear me! I had |
When it was found that William Ross magic realms myself,
I knew she was not
any pious boys moping about no idea before that I was so handsome,” wus the successful
‘The next morning
Harry took his book won't have
artist, the applause
sufficiently skilled therein to designate it
and started for church with his sister. He me, with their long faces and solemn said the frog. ‘‘What nice plump cheeks I audience broke forth with enthusiasm. of the
To as her own ; nor wasit ‘the art of painting,
glanced
at the Ramsdell pew, and Frank words.”
‘have, and oh! what exquisite complexion {”? see such a little fellow gain a
prize over nor yet of sculpture.
‘nodded
his head and smiled to assure Har- | ¢ Frank, please take back those ‘words, + Happening to take his eyes off the water competitors of mature age was a novelty
“Miss : Margaret,” 1 inquired one day,
is a Christian, and” she does for a, moment he saw his neighbor the toad and surprise, Wiliam
ry that all was right. waded * iow 8 90 Qur teacher
was summoned | ¢ ‘ what is your art?”
i
ry

him

friends friend sells hats—makes no speeches
fore there was any decision as to its merits. | alady who had known many afflictions, bruit of any sort in the world. Nobody
On the day appointed for the announce- caves and heart-griefs, and yet whose recognized in him a hero. Yet, who
ment of the decision, many persons of dis- brightness of demeanor and cheerfulness the sake of a dead or living friend would

of the text that brought him to the feet of tinction were present, including ladies.
Jesus. And then the Superintendent arose The meeting was presided over by the Duke
and told them that he was the boy friend ‘of Norfolk,
William's mother was present, of course.
spoken of, and how, at last, Harry's consistent Christian life led him also to seek She sat waiting the result with a beating
heart, What a gratified mother she was
the Saviour,
when, after the transaction of some uninteresting business, it was announced that

A Pair of Fables.
THE FROG AND THE TOAD.

would push

they may look up from groveling cares to “‘Taken to rum—no chance—poor devil.
where my steeple points, and soar far be- ‘Stokes’ (the proprietor) could not turn
yond; that they might have rest unto their him out to starve, so still gave him a nomi-

struck down by Walworth, Mayor of LonRR
dt qua]
don, and then despatched by the king's atBirds of lofty flight, as the condor, eagles,
tendants.”
.
“vultures
and
carrion-seeking
prowlers
“It is a bold subject, William ; but 1 will of the feathered race have telescopic vision,
say nothing to deter you from trying it.”
and thus they are enabled to look down and
“If I fail, mother, where will, be the discover their unsuspecting victims. As they
harm ? I can try again.”
:
approach noiselessly from above, the axis
'13 Harry
m
»
“To be sure you can, William. So we of vision changes—shortening, so that they
‘“ Yes, mother, I am happy. It is gll will not be disappointed should you not
see just as distinctly within one foot of the
peace.
God is very, very good. I do love | succeed in winning the silver palette, offer- ground,as when at an elevation of one mile
him.”
ed by the society for the best historical in the air. This fact explains the balanc‘ Thank God! my son, my son,” and painting.”
ing of a fish-hawk ou its pidions half a mile
now the mother’s tears flowed freely.
Without more ado, little William went to
above a still pond, watching for fish. When
How warm and firm the clasp of his fa- work, He first acquainted hifself with the one is selected, down the savage hunter
ther’s hand was,as he said, ** God bless and various costumes of the year 1371; he plunges, the focal axis varying as the square
learned how the king and the. noblemen of the distance, giving the hawk a distinct
strengthen you, Harry.”
¢¢ Shall I call for Frank ?” Harry asked used to dress, and what sort of clothes were view of its intended prey always. As they
himself as he stood in his room preparatory worn by the poor people and workmen, to ascend, then the axis is elongated’by a cuto starting for church. * Yes, I must tell which class Wat Tyler belonged. He also rious muscular arrangement, so as to see
learned what sort of weapons were carried afar again.
him of Jesus. How. I wish that he would
in those days.
love him too.”
Snails have their keen eyesat the extremWhen he reached the house he found
After baving given some time to the study ity of fgpxible horns, which they can proFrank waiting for him,and called out, ¢ All of these things,
he acquainted himself trude or draw in at pleasure. By winding
thoroughly with the historical incidents at- the instrument around the edge of a leaf or
ready, Frank?”
:
“ Yes, I've been waiting this five min- tending the death of the bold rioter, He a small stalk, they can see how matters
utes. I am glad that you've got over your grouped, in imagination, the persons pres- stand on the opposite side, The hammergloomy fit, you look something like some- ent at the scene—the king and his attend- head shark has its wicked-looking eyes
ants; Walworth, the mayor; Wat Tyler nearly two feet apart. It can bend the thin
body now.”
*¢ Yes, Frank, because I have given my himself,.and in the background some of his edgings of the head on which the organs are
heart to Jesus. Ido not feel gloomy. .1 ruffianly companions.
loeated so us to examine the two sides of an
The difficulty now was to select that pe- | object the size of a
am very happy, But I: want you to go
with me.

after his

0 mighty cloud, that thou shouldest be an- ky hanging about it. . Turning it over
(which you could do as though it were a
gry ?” said the church.
;

Prizes are awarded by the society,

flatterer, and he said,

X

ing low, near to the ground, so that their death she “turned
to'it in her grief, ana
fall should be less if the storm Shad strike died, not ‘many months’ later, a hopeless,
them down. - The jackdaws cawed a solemn helpless drunkard”
Let us tell a companion story as tfue as
prayer, as if they thought their hour was
this but of as different a complexion as daycome.
]
“I'll smite thee to the earth,” said the light to night. A few years ago on any
cloud, as it threw one of its fiery darts into sunny morning a heap of filthy rags might
the surrounding air, and thundered loudly, be seem stretched on some of the bales of a

—

from the rest of us.”
** How different ? He is always ready to
give up his place to others, is gentle and
kind to all dumb animals, meekly bearing
undeserved
blame, rather than speak
against his companions who were not
brave enough to confess the truth; in fact
in everything that is brave, honorable, or
manly, setting you all a true Christian example.

a seatin the Bible Class.”
*¢ It is something that he has not done

Death’s galling chain for aye;
One little moment of heartfelt prayer
May rend those bonds away.

Lot

“ No, not

but Allie’s did not teli,because just then the

1s it a trifle— the first false step
On the dizzy verge of sin?
"Tis treacherous ground; one little slip

~

stern determination to lay the noble struct- again a freeman. In hislast illness, brandy
ure in ruins. The swallows rushed around was prescribed, which he was strong enough

found this horror that he had hidden
80 many nuts inthe hole that the bottom

“I Will Try.”

near

Yet his song is melody.

brow,

said, “ What is it? Tell mother, dear.”

Of

and dear to his children,” the minister

And * trifles light as air”?
Can aught be a trifle which helps to bring
One moment’s joy or care?

smile flitted across her face, as
here he received such encouragement as | she touchingly asked,
for reply, “And
was of great service to him in kis future have I so “poorly
exemplified it ally these
earcer. He became at length

Sir William years thut you need ask”
Ross, miniature painterto the queen, having
“Tam sure now,” cried I, “that it js.
wonder !"
SHAY
Tan
-risen to fortune and to fame by carrying after all, what has often
suggested itself
AV AND LIV.
out, with determination and perseverance, to my mind;
‘The
art
of making the
There were two squirrels, whose names his simple promise to his mother,
of

A sob was her only answer at first. had given way. He
course it was wrong, it Would be disobey- Then he said, * Mother, I am so wretch- | the hollow tree, but
ing God, for he had said, ** Remémber the ed,” and he repeated the day’s story, con- They had rolled out
Sabbath day to keep it holy,” and certain- cluding with these words, ‘ 1 do not wish pigs were crunching
ly Joe Thornton and Will Ingalls were not to be against God, but I do not love him, | If it bad not been
companions he would choose. Indeed, if and what is more, I do not wish to love been starved that
Home.
it wasn't for their new sail boat he would him.”
o
¥
not speak to them. But this same *‘ God | ** Harry, is mother gloomy ?”

— Little Corporal.

a

A sweet

and

Poor Harry, here was another strong
temptation in his path, Why must he give
up all enjoyment and settle down into a
“J will most of life.) ”
t
gloomy life? Frank had been his friend were Av and Liv. When Liv found nuts he ry.”
:
:
*
:
* You are right,” she answered, very
ever since he could remember,
‘¢‘ He that would eat one, put one away and give a
well pleased; “and this T consider
the
loveth father and mother more than me is third to any squirrel that had not been lucky
The
Angry
Cloud:
A Parable. greatest of arts; all others are sent to
not worthy of me.” ¢ Well,” Harry paus- in his nutting. Av ate just barely enough
earth to aid us in perfecting it.”
8 5
ed and said, “I am vot worthy. Frank, to keep himself alive, and never gave a
It,
wus
a
sultry
afternoon.
The
wind
single
nut
away.
He
banked
all
his
savings
|
you need not fear for me.”
The Story of Rodgers.
When Harry reached home he went di- in a deep hole in the tree on which he lived. blew in gentle gusts; the frightened birds
i
———
hurried
home
to
their
nests;
and
all
nature
rectly to his room. His mother noticed Liv was very much liked. Av was not liked
One of our family, papers preaches a
was
awed
into
a
melancholy
silence.
The
at
all;
but
Av
despised
Liv,
“Ah!
ah!”
him as he entered, saw the tired, wearied
strong temperance sermon, hy simply telllook, and knocking at his door said, Av used to say, ‘we shall see what your dark dlillness of day, the prelude to a thuning
the story of a woman who, after strugder-storm,
was
here.
Earth
seemed
afirightfriends will do for you when Winter comes
*¢ Shall I come in, Harry P”
ed as the shadow of the thick cloud. passed gling with the preternatural strength of a
Harry opened the door, took his moth- and all your nuts gre gone.”
The time came when no more
nats over: * Black and angry it looked, and it loving wife and mother for ‘years against
er’s hffnd and seated her in a chair, then
the demond
of drink that possessed her husthrowing himself on an ottoman at her feet could be gathered,” and Av ‘put his scowled as it hovered over the town. Tt is
band, conquered it, and made him once
he put his head in her lap, and she, push- paw into his hoard to get a meal, He moving onward to the old church, with a

why

he saying ? That God was so high above
us, so infinitely great. And then the words

That makes her life a dream?
Whose are the rosy toes,
And blessed little nose,
¢
And dimpled hands and feet,
The models all complete,
‘Which nature can’t excel?
Ask mother—she can tell!

chair,

should

sermon;

it, unless it was, and, oh,

‘Where.is the sunniest gleam

duke’s

never listened to the

he didn’t want to be against Christ. That
verse could not be in the Bible. At any
rate he didn't believe Christ said it. But
then, the minister would not preach: from

What forfa of fairest mold

the

stand our feelings.”

not with me; is against me ?”

Most loving and most wise?

.

half

with his picture to

to; he

hear the text, and such a text, ** He that

‘Whose are the prettiest eyes,

Why

thought,

also looking at himself in it, Whereupon
the frog hopped away chuckling, ‘“That|
ridiculous old toad,” he said to himself.
“Did anybody ever hear of anything more
absurd? Who'll turn conceited next, 'I

angrily, he didn't see why it need

he happen on this morning of all others to

‘Where is the sweetest pet,
The brightest birdie yet?

-

he

not wear a long face. Have ypu forgotten
what she said this morning ?”
‘¢ No, I shall not forget soon, but she is
not a boy, and of course can not under-

| manber.

Better to live in a log cabin all your

|own, than a brown-stone mansion. belong| ing to somebody else.
Better

walk

forever than ran

into debt

|for a hotse and

Better to sib by the Pine table, for ho.

you paid three dollars ten years ago, than

send home a new extension, black-walnut
top, and promiseto pay for it next week. :
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Hon. John A. Bingham of Ohio
pointed Us 8, Minister to Japan,

The Texas legislature has at last overthrown
the common school system of that State, in spite

of Governer Davis.
Washington advices report enormous whiskey
frauds in New Orleans, and that nearly forty
thousand barrels are fraudulently sold every

year in that city.
A band of armed men liberated 211 the prison-

——

~ Fancy

Diadem

Work

ey

——

There haslis
been an. outery from a cor
tain branch of the Gradgrinds as to the folly and
idleness of fancy work, so called, and the total

truce.

A federal vepublic was definitely proclaimed
by the Spanish constituent Cortes, Sunday, by

an almost unanimous vote,and the announcement
A mutiof a new misistry is expected at once.

depravity of the same in any relation to art,

ny has occurred among the troops in Barcelona,
and their commander, General Valarde, was
compelled to fly. A serious conflict between the

er able to agree with those earnt¥t%¥ouls who cry

‘We confess that we have never

been altogeth-

havoc and let loose the dogs of war upon this
poor little prey ; for, to our thinking, faney work

ers in the jail in Waco, Texas, on Tuesday soldiers and-citizens took place in Grenada, re- is by no means ut all times an snworthy occu| sulting in the defeat of the soldiers, who finally | pation, and, moreover, those employed upon it
night.
surrendered.
| bemg ustally those whose time hangs heavily
The crops in Texas are arotly damaged by
The German ambassador has presented his on their hands, we must believe that any work
recent violent storms of rain and hail,
credentials, and was favorably received by Pres- for them is better than no work at all.
The completion of the Northern Pacific Railident MacMahon,
Certain, it is often a great delight, and answers
road from Puluth to Bismarck, Dakota, 450
a craving otherwise unappeased, for with almost
The surveying expedition
miles, 1s announced.
every one there is a desire to create the beautiParagraphs.
with its military escort will start west en the
and other

Memphis

at

The cholera prevuils

places in Tennessee below there on the

Missis-

of “the ‘mortality are

reports

No

sippi River.
given.

The British Yarque Monarch was wrecked off
St. Andrew’s bar, Georgia, Sunday, and seven
persons, including the captain, bis wife and the
first mate, were lost.

Nansemond

near

murdered

Two ladies were,

Court House, Va., Sunday, by burglars.

of the Normsin

The stars and stripes are painted on
of a Methodist church in Iowa.
Ninety

thousand

settle-

the

spire

to

charge of

have 4 day fixed for their trial on the

hogs were killed

in Keokuk

last season.
There are fifteen candidates fox the mayorality

publishing an obscene paper,

The army-worm
of Wisconsin,

is doing great damage in parts

Excursions for poor childzon are to be
mil-

The public debt has decreased over three
lions and a half the past month.

’

ed in Philadelphia this season,
A man named Nixon, formerly

renew-

a street

beg-

The trial of Boss Tweed is again postponed to gar in. Mobile, has just died. in Oregon leaving
October on account of the illness of John Gra- a fortune estimated-at half a million,
ham, his council.
Mr. Speaker Blaine is to be the orator of the
Tt appears that Colonel MaeKenzie was spe- Northern Wisconsin fair at Oshkosh,
cially chosen for duty on the Texas frontier, and |
Legislative enactment has banished prize packthat his orders were substantially to punmish

marauders from Mexico even if be bad to cross
the line to do it. He will, therefore, be upheld
in bis recent raid, and any similar expeditions
which may be found necessary in the future.
Stokes says that first-class lawyers,

his éwn counsel, have

outside

informed him

that

of

the

court of appeals would decide in his. favor at
least twelveof the thirty-four exceptions, either

of which would secure bim a new trial.
Some twenty thousand dollars’ worth of passenger tickets have been stolen from the Atlan-

tic and Pacific Railroad within

a few

months,

Saturday, W. P. Foster, of the express package
department at St.. Louis, was arrested and held
for trial, charged with having $4000 worth of
tickets at his office.
Edward Kenney will succeed the late Joseph
Howe as lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia.
Several cadets at the naval academy, who failed in the recent examinations, are under arrest

and will be dismissed for assaulting Conyers, a
colored student.
The Postmaster-General
decides that the
‘White Star line has not forfeited the contract for
“carrying the European Saturday mails.
""

Lent’s circus and menagerie train was wrecked an the Midland (Canada) Railway, and one
man was killed and another fatally wounded.
The Maine Temperance Reform club held
mass meetings at Rockland, Thursday afternoon
and last evening, at which speeches were made
by Governor Perham, General James A. Hall,
and others.
Action was taken in favor of an

ages of all sorts from the railroad trains in

Tli-

nois:
leading

Baptist

clergyman

has

go out until after an investigation by
department.

the

Navy

The natiohial congress of beer brewers at Cincinnati adjourned Thursday.

Resolutions

were

adopted protesting against the action of the temperance organizations of the country and against
the classification of brewers with distillers.
The coroner’s jury, in the case of the murder
of Mansfield T. Walworth by his son Frank,
New York, #éndered a verdict Friday in accordance with the facts, and young Walworth was
committed to await the action of the grand jury.

A party of Apaches at thé San Carlos
attacked

the agent;

Major

agency

Larrabee,

recently,

having had sons Afficulty with lim, and’ ip the
affray which

ensued

Lieutenant

fifth cavalry was killed.

Almy

of the

The Indians fled.

MreFrederick Law Olmsted has aceepted a position under the Government at Washington to
superintend the improvement of the Capitol
grounds and the new squares, which is to be of
an extensive and liberal character.
As an instance of what a resolute and clearheaded Governor can do to prevent bad legislation, it is stated that Governor Hartranft, of
Pennsylvania, vetoed eighty-six bills daring the

recent session of the Legislature of that state,
and at his request over one hundred others were

recalled and put.in less objectionable shape.
Forty-two counties and six cities in Pennsylvania have voted for prohibition under the new
liquor law, and twenty-three counties and sixteen cities in favor of license.
Thomas Lynden, the Chicago coachman who
entrapped the young daughter of his employer
into a marriage with him about A year ago,
has just made another attempt to gain posses-

sion of his hride, who was kept from him by her
parents.

On being brought into court, the

elected to remain

at home,

much

wife

to coachee’s

FOREIGN.
been stricken with: paratysis.

The American department of the Vienna
hibition was opened Thursday,

Bx.

Another battle between Republicans and Carl

ists, in whith the
§ fatter were routed, is reported
from Spain."

tions between the French and

German

govern-

ments since the election of MacMahon.

ex-Empress Eugenie
that she is in

Bonaparte

has

bushels.

is agitating

Paris.

arrived

in

Prince

that

her
is

re-

Jerome

city,

eapsing

considerable stir,
Reports are rife of serious engagements between the Carlists and Spavieh republicans near

the border of France.
Twenty-five passengers were injored, but none
dangerously, by an accident to the night express

train on the Great Western Railroad,
town, Canada, Tuesday morning.

at Cape-

Three Réssifn Metinonites are on their way to
Manitoba to see if it is a suitable place for their
people to emigrate to. They represent 100,000
souls. 2 OF

vo

I0i-

nois, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Towa ranked
next in the order named; ranging from 22,000,000 to 24,700,000 bushels.
The total production
in the northwestern states named, for 1872, was
92,208,000 bushels, an increase of 26,280,000 bushels over the previous year.
The Government suit against the Union Pacific Railroad is expected mot to oecupy more
than five years.
Some think it will last twenty-

five years, by whieh

time the

maturity

of the

bonds will have forever settled the question of
the interest—the ‘pointat issue. ‘But the Law

og

sist upon the prerogative
docket forthe Government

-of

-priotity ow the
opes to
push

the case through’ in the" Po

ope. to Ry

mountain savages killed a family of whites nam-

of

ed Burns aid. sonie Polynésian laborers, altogether 16 whites, whose bodies were found terribly mutilated. Some of the bodies were cartied away for a eannibal feast,

A terrible report comes from Shanghae of the
capture of a Mohammedan gity in thesdonthwestern part of China

and’

the

m: wgsacre

of

thirty

The illness of the Emperor of Gerniuny
ported to be. serious,
y

ig re-

thousandof its inhabitants by Chinese troops.

Reports are received of a complete victory
over the Mexican insurgent commander Lozada,

by General Ceballos inthe Afica mbu uth
Tepie.

It is reported that Mr.

Sobuits, Ganoral

near

The treatmentof the subject is represemted to
be singularly graceful and peetie, reflecting great

The Empress of Japan no longer
eyebrows or blackens ber teeth.
erate army, is a Professor
School in Cairo, Egypt.

The

interminable
the

shaves

her

because

there are Iliads.

esa

Jmpliey! he

il

be pm

One

ballads

star differs from

another in glory, ye are told; aid, if this star's
particular "Hifluenee is shed upen fancy work,

we

do not

know why

the fancy

work should

be ignored because that star's influence is shed
upon something better still.

with

cases

where

the ‘frivohty

most altogether with her swift crochet needle.
And all of our readers have recently heard of
the new point dart which, long the amusement

of noble ladies in France, has pow become, if
not their industry, at least,
a souree of income
to a conquered people. There is not an opponent
of fancy work to be found who would not con.
sider fragments of certain tapestries to be worth
more than their weight in gold;' and yet those

tapesthes'were nothing bat the fancy work of
queens and princesses eight hundred yedrs ago.
In fact, whenever we enter a house
where
there is a store of fancy work to be seen, we
know
that other wholesome things are to be

found there also.

We

know

that there

is love

of beauty, however inadequately fed; that there
is skill and deftness
and industry and lovely.
patience,—all comfortable qualities to have in
those about you; und we fancy that there isa
eertain delightful femininity in the spirit of such
a household as it promises, not always to be
found in dwellings where costlier splendor dis-

penses with such
intellectuality

are

sure

small adornments,

scorns

that

mone

them.

where dry

And,

but

those

while

who

we

would

carry anything else to.excess would ever manifest so silly a devotion to the thing
as to
use upoa it the hours ‘belonging to other occupations, we can not but consider that the effect
of faney werk in general, not only upon the
worker, but upon the frequent beholder, is refining and beneficial in many ways.— Harper's
Bazar,
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- What Is Home without -an Organ ?
And what will an Organ

now be, without a copy
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easy,

familiar,
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it.

e in every natiomgin-fact

kept any

the Polytechnic

again

for

money

to

carry on his defense,
Dr. David Skae, one of the most distinguished

authorities on mental disease,

died

recently

in

A new society for promoting the abolition
slavery in Porto Rica has been authorized
Spain.

of
in

Scotland.

The Spanish Government has issued a decree
which prohibits the granting hereafter, or nse in
official documents, of titles of nobility.

Ex-President~f'hiers
took his. seat in the
French Assembly on:the¥ith ult., where he will
doubtless prove a very
annoying ‘* thorn fu the
flesh” to the new administration,
Count

To Kill

Here

is

de Waldeck, at the age of 107, has

thereby

protecting it against

Should it be inconvenient to tar the whole of

a painter.

The Spanish Minister

of Foreign Affairs has

sent to the representatives
“of Spain

abroad

an

account of the mutilation and butchery of prisoners by the Curlists, with instructions to inform the Governments to whieh they ig acered-

ited of thesd outrages,
The Turkish Government, though profeksing
to desire’ great and liberal reforms, has broken
out in wrath against the radical party known as
*““Young Turkey,” suddenly, suppressing
five
progressive papers published in Counstantinople,
and sending their editors, and in the ease of

one, all of the contributors and

the post above ground, the application of tar to
the sawed end will have an excellent efféct,
Dr. R.V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N, Y,, first advocated,
constitutional as well as loéal treatment as being*
necessary for the eure of Catarrhy and 80 succes sful
hag his Golden Medical Discovery proved ‘a8 a con-

as prisoners to distant fortresses.
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Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—
Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
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It is admitted that-the Cabinet Organs made by
this Company are the BEST IN THE WORLD. They
are the STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE among instruments of the class; have always been awarded high
est premiums ; are recommended by musicians generally as unrivaled, and are the ONLY American Organs having wide sale in Europe.
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Citron, esvseves

gallon pail of boiling ye. - It may be ‘applied
to the trunks of old trees while boiling hot.
Use a swab or ‘large paint-brush. Go over the
trunk and all the large branches. It will kill the
eggs and larve of insects as well as the moss,and

the ground, the heat of the sun will cause the tar
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ior book
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Full gilt, $4.00.
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The extensive failuve of the potato crop in
Great Britain, in consequenice of the ‘prevalence
of rust and rot, is a subject of grave moment, as
bearing upon the welfare of the laboring classes,
and a. method of ufilizing the disesséd potatoes | er
you wish to buy yor Oréékery, China, and
has been made
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Gen, R, E. Colstone, formerly

Specials to the London Times contradict the
report that there is less cordiality in the rela-
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Stebbins, is illustrafive of the pool of Bethesda,
its beneficent effect \upen the blind, the halt and
the withered, as described in St John’s gospel.

Dr. Tischenderf, the German biblical critic,has
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The commissioner of agriculture reports that
the total estimated production of wheat in the
United States in 1872 was 249,997,000 bushels, an
increase over the preceding year of 12,275,000
bushels. The largest production of any single

The survivors of the Polaris arrivéd at 'Washington, Thursday, on the steamer Frolic. No
information from the party is to be allowed to

beneath

of fancy work has been
turned to excellent
profit; where young ladies who had learned its
.| arts in their idle moments practicedit to provide
lar business upon.which to depend.
The new French society in New York for themselves with the wardrobe that their restrictthe colonization of Alsatians and Lorraines in ed purses could never buy. We have known
of a still more striking case, where a widow has
the Southern and Middle States is progressing
paid off the mortgage on hér city house, and
favorably, and many of these people are immisupported herself and child for many yeas, algrating.
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The question of what to do with the Modoc
prisoners is yet unsettled, though the President,

said that,if no legal obstacles interpose,the President:wilbappoint a military commission ‘to try
the captives.
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and model,~the unassuming bit of fancy work
Philadelphia than ever Before.
may afford opportunity of seeing delicate shapes
But one cabin remains
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Summary.
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eign policy of the government.
The authenticity of the appeal’said to be hy the ex-Empress
Eugenie, in behalf of her son, is denied.
, The Qarlists have captured Irun, a small
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place mear the French frontier. They
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